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Abstract
The Highly-Adaptive-Lasso(HAL)-TMLE is an efficient estimator of a path-
wise differentiable parameter in a statistical model that at minimal (and pos-
sibly only) assumes that the sectional variation norm of the true nuisance pa-
rameters are finite. It relies on an initial estimator (HAL-MLE) of the nuisance
parameters by minimizing the empirical risk over the parameter space under the
constraint that sectional variation norm is bounded by a constant, where this
constant can be selected with cross-validation. In the formulation of the HAL-
MLE this sectional variation norm corresponds with the sum of absolute value
of coefficients for an indicator basis. Due to its reliance on machine learning,
statistical inference for the TMLE has been based on its normal limit distri-
bution, thereby potentially ignoring a large second order remainder in finite
samples.
In this article we present four methods for construction of a finite sample
0.95-confidence interval that use the nonparametric bootstrap to estimate the
finite sample distribution of the HAL-TMLE or a conservative distribution
dominating the true finite sample distribution. We prove that it consistently
estimates the optimal normal limit distribution, while its approximation error
is driven by the performance of the bootstrap for a well behaved empirical
process. We demonstrate our general inferential methods for 1) nonparametric
estimation of the average treatment effect based on observing on each unit
a covariate vector, binary treatment, and outcome, and for 2) nonparametric
estimation of the integral of the square of the multivariate density of the data
distribution.
Keywords: Asymptotically efficient estimator, asymptotically linear estimator,
canonical gradient, finite sample inference, empirical process, highly adaptive Lasso
(HAL), influence curve, nonparametric bootstrap, sectional variation norm, super-
learner, targeted minimum loss-based estimation (TMLE).
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1 Introduction
We consider estimation of a pathwise differentiable real valued target parameter
based on observing n independent and identically distributed observations O1, . . . , On
with a data distribution P0 known to belong in a highly nonparametric statistical
modelM. A target parameter Ψ :M→ IR is a mapping that maps a possible data
distribution P ∈ M into real number, while ψ0 = Ψ(P0) represents the answer to
the question of interest about the data experiment. The canonical gradient D∗(P )
of the pathwise derivative of the target parameter at a P defines an asymptotically
efficient estimator among the class of regular estimators (Bickel et al., 1997): An
estimator ψn is asymptotically efficient at P0 if and only if it is asymptotically linear
at P0 with influence curve D
∗(P0):
ψn − ψ0 = 1
n
n∑
i=1
D∗(P0)(Oi) + oP (n
−1/2).
The target parameter depends on the data distribution P through a parameter
Q = Q(P ), while the canonical gradient D∗(P ) possibly also depends on another
nuisance parameter G(P ): D∗(P ) = D∗(Q(P ), G(P )). Both of these nuisance pa-
rameters are chosen so that they can be defined as a minimizer of the expectation
of a specific loss function: PL1(Q(P )) = minP1∈M PL1(Q(P1)) and PL2(G(P )) =
minP1∈M PL2(G(P1)), where we used the notation Pf ≡
∫
f(o)dP (o). We assume
that the parameter spaces Q(M) = {Q(P ) : P ∈ M} and G(M) = {G(P ) : P ∈
M} for these nuisance parameters Q and G are contained in the set of multivariate
cadlag functions with sectional variation norm ‖ · ‖∗v (Gill et al., 1995) bounded by
a constant (this norm will be defined in the next section).
We consider a targeted minimum loss-based (substitution) estimator Ψ(Q∗n)
(van der Laan and Rubin, 2006; van der Laan, 2008; van der Laan and Rose, 2011a)
of the target parameter that uses as initial estimator of these nuisance parame-
ters (Q0, G0) the highly adaptive lasso minimum loss-based estimators (HAL-MLE)
(Qn, Gn) defined by minimizing the empirical mean of the loss over the parameter
space (Benkeser and van der Laan, 2016). Since the HAL-MLEs converge at a rate
faster than n−1/2 w.r.t. the loss-based quadratic dissimilarities (which corresponds
with a rate faster than n−1/4 for estimation of Q0 and G0), this HAL-TMLE has been
shown to be asymptotically efficient under weak regularity conditions (van der Laan,
2015). Statistical inference could therefore be based on the normal limit distribution
in which the asymptotic variance is estimated with an estimator of the variance of
the canonical gradient. In that case, inference is ignoring the potentially very large
contributions of the higher order remainder which could in finite samples easily
dominate the first order empirical mean of the efficient influence curve term when
the size of the nuisance parameter spaces is large (e.g., dimension of data is large
and model is nonparametric).
In this article we present four methods for inference that use the nonparamet-
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ric bootstrap to estimate the finite sample distribution of the HAL-TMLE or a
conservative distribution dominating its true finite sample distribution.
1.1 Organization
Firstly, in Section 2 we formulate the estimation problem and motivate the chal-
lenge for statistical inference. We also provide an easy to implement finite sample
highly conservative confidence interval whose width converges to zero at the usual
square-root sample size rate, but is not asymptotically sharp. We use this result
to demonstrate the potential impact of the dimension of the data and sectional
variation norm bound on the width of a finite sample confidence interval.
In Section 3 we present the nonparametric bootstrap estimator of the actual
sampling distribution of the HAL-TMLE which thus incorporates estimation of its
higher order stochastic behavior, and can thereby be expected to outperform the
Wald-type confidence intervals. We prove that this nonparametric bootstrap is
asymptotically consistent for the optimal normal limit distribution. Our results
also prove that the nonparametric bootstrap preserves the asymptotic behavior of
the HAL-MLEs of our nuisance parameters Q and G, providing further evidence
for good performance of the nonparametric bootstrap. In the second subsection of
Section 3 we propose to bootstrap the exact second-order expansion of the HAL-
TMLE. This results in a very direct estimator of the exact sampling distribution
of the HAL-TMLE, although it comes at a cost of not respecting that the HAL-
TMLE is a substitution estimator. Importantly, our results demonstrate that the
approximation error of the two nonparametric bootstrap estimates of the true finite
sample distribution of the HAL-TMLE is mainly driven by the approximation error
of the nonparametric bootstrap for estimating the finite sample distribution of a
well behaved empirical process. We suggest that these two nonparametric bootstrap
methods are the preferred methods for accurate inference, among our proposals, by
not being aimed to be conservative.
In Section 4 we upper-bound the absolute value of the exact remainder for the
second-order expansion of the HAL-TMLE in terms of a specified function of the
loss-based dissimilarities for the HAL-MLEs of the nuisance parameters Q and G.
The resulting conservative finite sample second-order expansion is highly conser-
vative but is still asymptotically sharp by converging to the actual normal limit
distribution of the HAL-TMLE (but from above). We then propose to use the non-
parametric bootstrap to estimate this conservative finite sample distribution. In the
Appendix Section D we further upper bound the previously obtained conservative
finite sample expansion by taking a supremum over a set of possible realizations
of the HAL-MLEs that will contain the true Q0 and G0 with probability tending
to 1, where this probability is controlled/set by the user. We also propose a sim-
plified conservative approximation of this supremum which is easy to implement.
Even though these two sampling distributions are even more conservative they are
still asymptotically sharp, so that also the corresponding nonparametric bootstrap
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method is asymptotically converging to the optimal normal limit distribution.
In Section 5 we demonstrate our methods for two examples involving a non-
parametric model and a specified target parameter (average treatment effect and
integral of the square of the data density). We conclude with a discussion in Section
6. Some of the technical results and proofs have been deferred to the Appendix,
while the overall proofs are presented in the main part of the article.
1.2 Why does it work, and how it applies to adaptive TMLE
The key behind the validity of the nonparametric bootstrap for estimation of the
sampling distribution of the HAL-MLE and HAL-TMLE is that the HAL-MLE is
an actual MLE thereby avoiding data adaptive trade-off of bias and variance as
naturally achieved with cross-validation. However, even though the inference is
based on such a non-adaptive HAL-TMLE, one can still use an highly adaptive
HAL-TMLE as point estimate in our reported confidence intervals. Specifically,
one can use our confidence intervals with the point estimate defined as a TMLE
using a super-learner (van der Laan and Dudoit, 2003; van der Vaart et al., 2006;
van der Laan et al., 2006, 2007; Polley et al., 2011) that includes the HAL-MLE
as one of the candidate estimators in its library. By the oracle inequality for the
cross-validation selector, such a super-learner will improve on the HAL-MLE so that
the proposed inference based on the non-adaptive HAL-TMLE will be more con-
servative. In addition, our confidence intervals can be used with the point estimate
defined by adaptive TMLEs incorporating additional refinements such as collab-
orative TMLE (van der Laan and Gruber, 2010; Gruber and van der Laan, 2010;
Stitelman and van der Laan, 2010; van der Laan and Rose, 2011b; Wang et al., 2011;
Gruber and van der Laan, 2012b); cross-validated TMLE (Zheng and van der Laan,
2011; van der Laan and Rose, 2011a); higher order TMLE (Carone et al., 2014,
2017; Dı´az et al., 2016); and double robust inference TMLE (van der Laan, 2014;
Benkeser et al., 2017). Again, such refinements generally improve the finite sample
accuracy of the estimator, so that it will improve the coverage of the confidence
intervals based on the non-adaptive HAL-TMLE.
Our confidence intervals can also be used if the statistical model M has no
known bound on the sectional variation norm of the nuisance parameters. In that
case, we recommend to select such a bound with cross-validation (just as one se-
lects the L1-norm penalty in Lasso regression with cross-validation), which, by the
oracle inequality for the cross-validation selector (van der Laan and Dudoit, 2003;
van der Vaart et al., 2006; van der Laan et al., 2006) is guaranteed to be larger that
the sectional variation norm of the true nuisance parameters (Q0, G0) with proba-
bility tending to 1. In that case, the confidence intervals will still be asymptotically
correct, incorporate most of the higher order variability, but ignores the potential
finite sample underestimation of the true sectional variation norm. In addition, in
that case the inference adapts to the underlying unknown sectional variation norm
of the true nuisance parameters (Q0, G0). We plan to evaluate the practical perfor-
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mance of our methods in the near future.
1.3 Relation to literature on higher order influence functions
J. Pfanzagl (Pfanzagl, 1985) introduced the notion of higher order pathwise differ-
entiability of finite dimensional target parameters and corresponding higher order
gradients. He used these higher order expansions of the target parameter to define
higher order one-step estimators that might result in asymptotically linear estima-
tors where regular one-step estimators (Levit, 1975; Ibragimov and Khasminskii,
1981; Pfanzagl, 1982; Bickel, 1982) might fail to behave well due to a too large
second-order remainder. This is the perspective that inspired the seminal contribu-
tions of J. Robins, L. Li, E. Tchetgen & A. van der Vaart (e.g., Robins et al., 2008,
2009; Li et al., 2011; van der Vaart, 2014). They develop a rigorous theory for (e.g.)
second-order one-step estimators, including the typical case that the parameter is
not second-order pathwise differentiable. They allow the case that the second-order
remainder asymptotically dominates the first order term, resulting in estimators
and confidence intervals that converge to zero at a slower rate than n−1/2. Their
second-order expansion uses approximations of ”would be” second-order gradients,
where the approximation results in a bias term they termed the representation error.
Unfortunately, this representation error, due to the lack of second order pathwise
differentiability, obstructs the construction of estimators with a third order remain-
der (and thereby asymptotic linearity under the condition that a third order term
is oP (n
−1/2)) These second-order one-step estimators involve careful selection of
tuning/smoothing parameters for approximating the ”would be” second-order gra-
dient in order to obtain an optimal bias-variance trade-off. These authors applied
their theory to nonparametric estimation of a mean with missing data and the in-
tegral of the square of the density. The higher-order expansions that come with
the construction of higher order one-step estimators can be directly incorporated in
the construction of confidence intervals, thereby possibly leading to improved finite
sample coverage. These higher order expansions rely on hard to estimate objects
such as a multivariate density in a denominator, giving rise to enormous practical
challenges to construct robust higher order confidence intervals, as noted in the
above articles.
Pfanzagl (1982) already pointed out that the one-step estimators and till a larger
degree higher order one-step estimators fail to respect global known bounds implied
by the model and target parameter mapping, by adding to an initial estimator an
empirical mean of a first order influence function and higher order U-statistics (i.e.
higher orders empirical averages) of higher order influence functions. He suggested
that to circumvent this problem one would have to carry out the updating pro-
cess in the model space instead of in the parameter space. This is precisely what
is carried out by the general TMLE framework (van der Laan and Rubin, 2006;
van der Laan and Rose, 2011a), and higher order TMLE based on approximate
higher order influence functions were developed in (Carone et al., 2014; Dı´az et al.,
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2016; Carone et al., 2017). These higher order TMLE represents the TMLE-analogue
of higher order one-step estimators, just as the regular TMLE is an analogue of the
regular one-step estimator. These TMLEs automatically satisfy the known bounds
and thus never produce non-sensical output such a negative number for a proba-
bility. The higher order TMLE is just another TMLE but using a least favorable
submodel with an extra parameter, thereby providing a crucial safeguard against
erratic behavior due to estimation of the higher order influence functions, while also
being able to utilize the C-TMLE framework to select the tuning parameters for
approximating these higher order influence functions.
The approach in this article for construction of higher order confidence in-
tervals is quite different from the construction of higher order one-step estima-
tors or higher order TMLE and using the corresponding higher order expansion
for inference. To start with, we use an asymptotically efficient HAL-TMLE so
that we preserve the n−1/2-rate of convergence, asymptotic normality and effi-
ciency, even in nonparametric models that only assume that the true nuisance pa-
rameters have finite sectional variation norm. As point estimate we can still use
an adaptive HAL-TMLE which can, for example, include the higher-order HAL-
TMLE refinement, beyond refinements mentioned above. However, for inference,
we avoid the delicate higher order expansions based on approximate higher or-
der gradients, but instead use the exact second-order expansion Ψ(Q∗n) − Ψ(Q0) =
(Pn − P0)D∗(Q∗n, Gn) + R20(Q∗n, Gn, Q0, G0) implied by the definition of the exact
second-order remainder R20() (10), which thus incorporates any higher order term.
In addition, by using the robust HAL-MLE as estimators of Q0, G0, the HAL-TMLE
is not only efficient but one can also use nonparametric bootstrap to estimate its
sampling distribution. We then use the nonparametric bootstrap to estimate the
sampling distribution of HAL-TMLE itself, or its exact expansion, or an exact con-
servative expansion in which R20() is replaced by a robust upper bound which only
depends on well behaved empirical processes for which the nonparametric bootstrap
works (again, due to using the HAL-MLE). Our confidence intervals have width
of order n−1/2 and are asymptotically sharp by converging to the optimal normal
distribution based confidence interval as sample size increases. In addition, they are
easy to implement as a by product of the computation of the HAL-TMLE itself.
2 General formulation of statistical estimation problem
and motivation for finite sample inference
2.1 Statistical model and target parameter
Let O1, . . . , On be n i.i.d. copies of a random variable O ∼ P0 ∈ M. Let Pn
be the empirical probability measure of O1, . . . , On. Let Ψ : M → IR be a real
valued parameter that is pathwise differentiable at each P ∈ M with canonical
gradient D∗(P ). That is, given a collection of one dimensional submodels {PSǫ :
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ǫ} ⊂ M through P at ǫ = 0 with score S, for each of these submodels the derivative
d
dǫΨ(P
S
ǫ )
∣∣
ǫ=0
can be represented as EPD(P )(O)S(O). The latter is an inner product
of a gradient D(P ) ∈ L20(P ) with the score S in the Hilbert space L20(P ) of functions
of O with mean zero (under P ) endowed with inner product 〈S1, S2〉P = PS2S2. Let
‖ f ‖P≡
√∫
f(o)2dP (o) be the Hilbert space norm. Such an element D(P ) ∈ L20(P )
is called a gradient of the pathwise derivative of Ψ at P . The canonical gradient
D∗(P ) is the unique gradient that is an element of the tangent space defined as
the closure of the linear span of the collection of scores generated by this family of
submodels.
Define the exact second-order remainder
R2(P,P0) = Ψ(P )−Ψ(P0) + (P − P0)D∗(P ), (1)
where (P − P0)D∗(P ) = −P0D∗(P ) since D∗(P ) has mean zero under P .
Let Q :M→ Q(M) be a function valued parameter so that Ψ(P ) = Ψ1(Q(P ))
for some Ψ1. For notational convenience, we will abuse notation by referring to the
target parameter with Ψ(Q) and Ψ(P ) interchangeably. Let G :M→ G(M) be a
function valued parameter so that D∗(P ) = D∗1(Q(P ), G(P )) for some D
∗
1. Again,
we will use the notation D∗(P ) and D∗(Q,G) interchangeably.
Suppose that O ∈ [0, τ ] ⊂ IRd≥0 is a d-variate random variable with support con-
tained in a d-dimensional cube [0, τ ]. Let Dd[0, τ ] be the Banach space of d-variate
real valued cadlag functions endowed with a supremum norm ‖ · ‖∞ (Neuhaus,
1971). Let L1 : Q(M) → Dd[0, τ ] and L2 : G(M) → Dd[0, τ ] be loss functions
that identify the true Q0 and G0 in the sense that P0L1(Q0) = minQ∈Q(M) P0L1(Q)
and P0L2(G0) = minG∈G(M) P0L2(G). Let d01(Q,Q0) = P0L1(Q) − P0L1(Q0) and
d02(G,G0) = P0L2(G) − P0L2(G0) be the loss-based dissimilarities for these two
nuisance parameters.
Loss functions and canonical gradient have a uniformly bounded sec-
tional variation norm: We assume that these loss functions and the canonical
gradient map into functions in Dd[0, τ ] with a sectional variation norm bounded by
some universal finite constant:
M1 ≡ sup
P∈M
‖ L1(Q(P )) ‖∗v < ∞
M2 ≡ sup
P∈M
‖ L2(G(P )) ‖∗v < ∞
M3 ≡ sup
P∈M
‖ D∗(P ) ‖∗v < ∞. (2)
For a given function F ∈ Dd[0, τ ], we define the sectional variation norm as
follows. For a given subset s ⊂ {1, . . . , d}, let Fs(xs) = F (xs, 0−s) be the s-specific
section of F that sets the coordinates outside the subset s equal to 0, where we used
the notation (xs, 0−s) for the vector whose j-th component equals xj if j ∈ s and 0
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otherwise. The sectional variation norm is now defined by
‖ F ‖∗v=| F (0) | +
∑
s⊂{1,...,d}
∫
(0s,τs]
| dFs(us) |,
where the sum is over all subsets s of {1, . . . , d}. Note that ∫(0s,τs] | dFs(us) | is
the standard variation norm of the measure dFs generated by its s-specific section
Fs on the | s |-dimensional edge (0s, τs] × {0−s} of the d-dimensional cube [0, τ ].
Thus, the sectional variation norm is the sum of the variation of F itself and of
all its s-specific sections, plus F (0). We also note that any function F ∈ Dd[0, τ ]
with finite sectional variation norm (i.e., ‖ F ‖∗v<∞) can be represented as follows
(Gill et al., 1995):
F (x) = F (0) +
∑
s⊂{1,...,d}
∫
(0s,xs]
dFs(us). (3)
As utilized in (van der Laan, 2015) to define the HAL-MLE, since
∫
(0s,xs]
dFs(us) =∫
Ius≤xsdFs(us), this representation shows that F can be written as an infinite
linear combination of s-specific indicator basis functions x → Ius≤xs indexed by a
cut-off us, across all subsets s, where the coefficients in front of the indicators are
equal to the infinitesimal increments dFs(us) of Fs at us. For discrete measures
Fs this integral becomes a finite linear combination of such | s |-way indicators.
One could think of this representation as a saturated model of a function F in
terms of single way indicators, two-way indicators, etc, till the final d-way indicator
basis functions. For a function f ∈ Dd[0, τ ], we also define the supremum norm
‖ f ‖∞= supx∈[0,τ ] | f(x) |.
Assuming that parameter spaces for Q and G are cartesian products of
sets of cadlag functions with bounds on sectional variation norm: Although
the above bounds M1,M2,M3 are the only relevant bounds for the asymptotic per-
formance of the HAL-MLE and HAL-TMLE, for practical formulation of a modelM
one might prefer to state the sectional variation norm restrictions on the parameters
Q and G themselves. For that purpose, let’s assume that Q = (Q1, . . . , QK1) for
variation independent parameters Qk that are themselves m1k-dimensional cadlag
functions on [0, τ1k] ⊂ IRm1k≥0 with sectional variation norm bounded by some upper-
bound Cu1k and lower bound C
l
1k, k = 1, . . . ,K1, and similarly for G = (G1, . . . , GK2)
with sectional variation norm bounds Cu2k and C
l
1k, k = 1, . . . ,K2. Typically, we
have C l1k = 0. Specifically, let
F1k ≡ Qk(M)
F2k ≡ Gk(M),
denote the parameter spaces for Qk and Gk, and assume that these parameter spaces
Fjk are contained in the class Fnpjk of mjk-variate cadlag functions with sectional
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variation norm bounded from above by Cujk and from below by C
l
jk, k = 1, . . . ,Kj ,
j = 1, 2. These bounds Cu1 = (C
u
1k : k) and C
u
2 = (C
u
2k : k) will then imply bounds
M1,M2,M3. In such a setting, L1(Q) would be defined as a sum loss function
L1(Q) =
∑K1
k=1 L1k(Qk) and L2(G) =
∑K2
k=1 L2k(Gk). We also define the vector
losses L1(Q) = (L1k(Qk) : k = 1, . . . ,K1), L2(G) = (L2k(Gk) : k = 1, . . . ,K2), and
corresponding vector dissimilarities d01(Q,Q0) = (d01,k(Qk, Qk0) : k = 1, . . . ,K1)
and d02(G,G0) = (d02,k(Gk, Gk0) : k = 1, . . . ,K2).
In a typical case we would have that the parameter space Fjk of Qk (j = 1) or
Gk (j = 2) would be equal to
Fnpjk,Ajk ≡ {F ∈ F
np
jk : dFs(us) = I(s,us)∈AjkdFs(us)}, (4)
for some set Ajk of possible values for (s, us), k = 1, . . . ,Kj , j = 1, 2, where one
evaluates this restriction on F in terms of the representation (3). Note that we used
short-hand notation g(x) = Ix∈Ag(x) for g being zero for x 6∈ A. We will make the
convention that if A excludes 0, then it corresponds with assuming F (0) = 0.
This subset Fnp1k,A1k of all cadlag functions F
np
1k with sectional variation norm
smaller than Cu1k further restricts the support of these functions to a set A1k. For
example, A1k might set dFs = 0 for subsets s of size larger than 3 for all values
us ∈ (0s, τs], in which case one assumes that the nuisance parameter Qk can be
represented as a sum over all subsets s of size 1, 2 and 3 of a function of the variables
indicated by s.
In order to allow modeling of monotonicity (e..g, nuisance parameter Qk is
an actual cumulative distribution function), we also allow that this set restricts
dFs(us) ≥ 0 for all (s, us) ∈ Ajk. We will denote the latter parameter space with
Fnp,+jk,Ajk = {F ∈ F
np
jk : dFs(us) = I(s,us)∈AjkdFs(us), dFs ≥ 0, F (0) ≥ 0}. (5)
For the parameter space (5) of monotone functions we allow that the sectional
variation norm is known by setting Cujk = C
l
jk (e.g, for the class of cumulative
distribution functions we would have Cujk = C
l
jk = 1), while for the parameter space
(4) of cadlag functions with sectional variation norm between C ljk and C
u
jk we assume
C ljk < C
u
jk.
Although not necessary at all, for the analysis of our proposed nonparametric
bootstrap sampling distributions we assume this extra structure that Fjk = Fnpjk,Ajk
or Fjk = Fnp,+jk,Ajk for some set Ajk, k = 1, . . . ,Kj , j = 1, 2. This extra structure
allows us to obtain concrete results for the validity of the nonparametric bootstrap
for the HAL-MLEs Qn and Gn defined below, and thereby the HAL-TMLE (see
Appendix B). In addition, the implementation of the HAL-MLE for such a parameter
space Fnpjk,Ajk still corresponds with fitting a linear combination of indicator basis
functions Ius≤xs under the sole constraint that the sum of the absolute value of the
coefficients is bounded by Cujk (and possibly from below by C
l
jk), and possibly that
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the coefficients are non-negative, where the set Ajk implies the set of indicator basis
functions that are included. Specifically, in the case that the nuisance parameter is
a conditional mean we can compute the HAL-MLE with standard lasso regression
software (Benkeser and van der Laan, 2016). Therefore, this restriction on our set
of models allows straightforward computation of its HAL-MLEs and corresponding
HAL-TMLE.
Thus, a typical statistical model would be of the form M = {P : Qk1(P ) ∈
Fnp1k1,A1k1 , Gk2(P ) ∈ F
np
2k2,A2k2
, k1, k2} for sets A1k1 , A2k2 , but the model might in-
clude additional restrictions on P beyond restricting the variation independent com-
ponents of Q(P ) and G(P ) to be elements of these sets Fnpjkj ,Ajkj , as long as their
parameter spaces equal these sets Fnpjkj ,Ajkj or F
np,+
jkj ,Ajkj
.
Remark regarding creating nuisance parameters with parameter space
of type (4) or (5): In our first example we have a nuisance parameter G(W ) =
EP (A | W ) that is not just assumed to be cadlag and have bounded sectional
variation norm but is also bounded between δ and 1 − δ for some δ > 0. This
means that the parameter space for this G is not exactly of type (4). This is
easily resolved by reparameterizing G = δ + (1 − 2δ)expit(f(W )) where f can be
any cadlag function with sectional variation norm bounded by some constant. One
now defines the nuisance parameter as f(G) instead of G itself. Similarly, in our
second example, Q is the data density p itself, which is assumed to be bounded
from below by a δ ≥ 0 and from above by an M < ∞, beyond being cadlag and
having a bound on the sectional variation norm. In this case, we could parameterize
p as p(o) = c(f){δ + (M − δ)expit(f(o))}, where c(f) is the normalizing constant
guaranteeing that
∫
p(o)dµ(o) = 1. One now defines the nuisance parameter as
f(Q) instead of Q itself. These just represent a few examples showcasing that one
can reparametrize the natural nuisance parameters Q and G in terms of nuisance
parameters that have a parameter space of the form (4) or (5). These representations
are actually natural steps for the implementation of the HAL-MLE since they allow
us now to minimize the empirical risk over a linear model with the sole constraint
that the sum of absolute value of coefficients is bounded (and possibly coefficients
are non-negative).
Bounding the exact second-order remainder in terms of loss-based
dissimilarities: Let
R2(P,P0) = R20(Q,G,Q0, G0)
for some mapping R20() = R2P0() possibly indexed by P0. We often have that
R20(Q,G,Q0, G0) is a sum of second-order terms of the types
∫
(H1(Q)−H1(Q0))2f(P,P0)dP0,∫
(H2(G)−H2(G0))2f(P,P0)dP0 and
∫
(H1(Q)−H1(Q0))(H2(G)−H2(G0))f(P,P0)dP0
for certain specifications of H1,H2 and f(). Specifically, in all our applications it has
the form
∫
R2(Q,G,Q0, G0)dP0 for some quadratic function R2(Q,G,Q0, G0). If it
only involves terms of the third type, then R2(P,P0) has a double robust structure
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allowing the construction of double robust estimators whose consistency relies on
consistent estimation of either Q or G. In particular, in that case the HAL-TMLE
is double robust as well.
We assume the following upper bound:
| R2(P,P0) |=| R20(Q,G,Q0, G0) |≤ f(d1/201 (Q,Q0),d1/202 (G,G0)) (6)
for some function f : IRK≥0 → IR≥0, K = K1 +K2, of the form f(x) =
∑
i,j aijxixj ,
a quadratic polynomial with positive coefficients aij ≥ 0. In all our examples, one
simply uses the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to bound R20(P,P0) in terms of L
2(P0)-
norms ofQk1−Qk10 and Gk2−Gk20, and subsequently one relates these L2(P0)-norms
to its loss-based dissimilarities d01,k1(Qk1 , Qk10) and d02,k2(Gk2 , Gk20), respectively.
This bounding step will also rely on a positivity assumption so that denominators
in R20(P,P0) are uniformly bounded away from zero.
Continuity of efficient influence curve as function of P : We also assume
a basic uniform continuity condition on the efficient influence curve:
sup
P∈M
P0{D∗(P )−D∗(P0)}2
d01(Q(P ), Q0) + d02(G(P ), G0)
<∞. (7)
The above two uniform bounds (6) and (7) on the model M will generally hold
under a strong positivity assumption that guarantees that there are no nuisance
parameters (e.g., a parameter of G) in the denominator of D∗(P ) and R2(P,P0)
that can be arbitrarily close to 0 on the support of P0.
2.2 HAL-MLEs of nuisance parameters
We estimate Q0, G0 with HAL-MLEs Qn, Gn satisfying
PnL1(Qn) = min
Q∈Q(M)
PnL1(Q)
PnL2(Gn) = min
G∈G(M)
PnL2(G).
Due to the sum-loss and variation independence of the components of Q and G, these
HAL-MLEs correspond with separate HAL-MLEs for each component. We have the
following previously established result (van der Laan, 2015) for these HAL-MLEs.
We represent estimators as mappings on the nonparametric model Mnp containing
all possible realizations of the empirical measure Pn.
Lemma 1 Let O ∼ P0 ∈ M. Let Q : M → Q(M) be a function valued pa-
rameter and let L : Q(M) → Dd[0, τ ] be a loss function so that Q0 ≡ Q(P0) =
argminQ∈Q(M) P0L(Q) = argminQ∈Q(M)
∫
L(Q)(o)dP0(o). Let Qˆ : Mnp → Q(M)
be an estimator Qn ≡ Qˆ(Pn) so that PnL1(Qn) = minQ∈Q(M) PnL(Q). Let d0(Q,Q0) =
P0L(Q)− P0L(Q0) be the loss-based dissimilarity. Then,
d0(Qn, Q0) ≤ −(Pn − P0){L(Qn)− L(Q0)}.
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If supQ∈Q(M) ‖ L(Q) ‖∗v<∞, then
E0d0(Qn, Q0) = O(n
−1/2−α(d)),
where α(d) = 1/(2d + 4).
Application of this general lemma proves that d01(Qn, Q0) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)) and
d02(Gn, G0) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)). It also shows that we have the following actual
empirical process upper-bounds:
d01(Qn, Q0) ≤ −(Pn − P0)L1(Qn, Q0)
d02(Gn, G0) ≤ −(Pn − P0)L2(Gn, G0),
where we defined L1(Q,Q0) ≡ L1(Q) − L1(Q0) and L2(G,G0) ≡ L2(G) − L2(G0).
These upper bounds will be utilized in our proposed conservative sampling distri-
butions of the HAL-TMLE in Appendix D.
Super learner including HAL-MLE outperforms HAL-MLE Suppose that
we estimate Q0 and G0 instead with super-learners Q˜n, G˜n in which the library
of the super-learners contains this HAL-MLE Qn and Gn. Then, by the oracle
inequality for the super-learner, we know that d01(Q˜n, Q0) and d02(G˜n, G0) will
be asymptotically equivalent with the oracle selected estimator, so that d01(Qn, Q0)
and d02(Gn, G0) represent asymptotic upper bounds for d01(Q˜n, Q0) and d02(G˜n, G0)
(van der Laan, 2015). In addition, practical experience has demonstrated that the
super-learner outperforms its library candidates in finite samples. Therefore, as-
suming that each estimator in the library of the super-learners for Q0 and G0 falls
in the parameter spaces F1 and F2 of Q and G, respectively, our proposed estima-
tors of the sampling distribution of the HAL-TMLE can also be used to construct
a confidence interval around the super-learner based TMLE. These width of these
confidence intervals are not adapting to possible superior performance of the super-
learner and could thus be overly conservative in case the super-learner outperforms
the HAL-MLE.
2.3 HAL-TMLE
Consider a finite dimensional local least favorable model {Qn,ǫ : ǫ} ⊂ Q(M) through
Qn at ǫ = 0 so that the linear span of the components of
d
dǫL1(Qn,ǫ) at ǫ = 0 includes
D∗(Qn, Gn). Let Q
∗
n = Qn,ǫn for ǫn = argminǫ PnL1(Qn,ǫ). We assume that this
one-step TMLE Q∗n already satisfies
rn ≡| PnD∗(Q∗n, Gn) |= oP (n−1/2). (8)
As shown in (van der Laan, 2015) this holds for the one-step HAL-TMLE under reg-
ularity conditions. Alternatively, one could use the one-dimensional canonical uni-
versal least favorable model satisfying ddǫL1(Qn,ǫ) = D
∗(Qn,ǫ, Gn) at each ǫ (see our
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second example in Section 5). In that case, the efficient influence curve equation (8)
is solved exactly with the one-step TMLE: i.e., rn = 0 (van der Laan and Gruber,
2015). The HAL-TMLE of ψ0 is now the plug-in estimator ψ
∗
n = Ψ(Q
∗
n). Sometimes,
we will refer to this estimator as the HAL-TMLE(Cu) to indicate its dependence on
the specification of Cu = (Cu1 , C
u
2 ).
In the Appendix A we show that under smoothness condition on the least fa-
vorable submodel (as function of ǫ) d01(Qn,ǫn, Q0) converges at the same rate as
d01(Qn, Q0) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)) (see (26)). This also implies this result for any K-th
step TMLE with K fixed. The advantage of a one-step or K-th step TMLE is that
it is always well defined, and it easily follows that it converges at the same rate as
the initial Qn to Q0. Even though we derive some more explicit results for the one-
step TMLE (and thereby K-th step TMLE), our results are presented so that they
can be applied to any TMLE Q∗n, including iterative TMLE, but we then simply
assume that it has been shown that d01(Q
∗
n, Q0) converges at same rate to zero as
d01(Qn, Q0).
It is assumed that for any Q in its parameter space supǫ ‖ Qǫ ‖∗v< C ‖ Q ‖∗v for
some C <∞ so that the least favorable model preserves the bound on the sectional
variation norm. Since the HAL-MLE Qn has the maximal allowed uniform sectional
variation norm Cu1 , it is likely that Q
∗
n has a slightly larger variation norm than this
bound.
2.4 Asymptotic efficiency theorem for HAL-TMLE and CV-HAL-
TMLE
The bound d01(Q
∗
n, Q0) = OP (d01(Qn, Q0)), the rate results for d01(Qn, Q0) and
d02(Gn, G0) implied by Lemma 1, combined with (6), now shows that the second-
order term R20(Q
∗
n, Gn, Q0, G0) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)).
We have the following identity for the HAL-TMLE:
Ψ(Q∗n)−Ψ(Q0) = (Pn − P0)D∗(Q∗n, Gn) +R20(Q∗n, Gn, Q0, G0) + rn
= (Pn − P0)D∗(Q0, G0) + (Pn − P0){D(Q∗n, Gn)−D∗(Q0, G0)}
+R20(Q
∗
n, Gn, Q0, G0) + rn. (9)
The second term on the right-hand side is OP (n
−1/2−α(d)) by empirical process
theory and the continuity condition (7) on D∗. Thus, this proves the following
asymptotic efficiency theorem.
Theorem 1 Consider the statistical model M, target parameter Ψ : M → IR and
the model assumptions (2), (6), (7). In addition, assume that the HAL-TMLE Q∗n is
such that it solves the efficient influence curve equation (8) up till rn = oP (n
−1/2);
it preserves the sectional variation norm in the sense that ‖ Q∗n ‖∗v< C ‖ Qn ‖∗v for
some C <∞; and d01(Q∗n, Q0) = OP (d01(Qn, Q0)).
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Then the HAL-TMLE Ψ(Q∗n) of ψ0 is asymptotically efficient:
Ψ(Q∗n)−Ψ(Q0) = (Pn − P0)D∗(Q0, G0) +OP (n−1/2−α(d)).
Wald type confidence interval: A first order asymptotic 0.95-confidence
interval is given by ψ∗n ± 1.96σn/n1/2 where σ2n = Pn{D∗(Q∗n, Gn)}2 is a consistent
estimator of σ20 = P0{D∗(Q0, G0)}2. Clearly, this first order confidence interval
ignores the exact remainder R˜2n in the exact expansion Ψ(Q
∗
n) − Ψ(Q0) = (Pn −
P0)D
∗(Q0, G0) + R˜2n as presented in (9):
R˜2n ≡ R20(Q∗n, Gn, Q0, G0) + (Pn − P0){D∗(Q∗n, Gn)−D∗(Q0, G0)}+ rn. (10)
The asymptotic efficiency proof above of the HAL-TMLE(Cu) relies on the
HAL-MLEs (Qn,Cu1 , Gn,Cu2 ) to converge to the true (Q0, G0) at rate faster than
n−1/4, and that their sectional variation norm is uniformly bounded from above
by Cu = (Cu1 , C
u
2 ). Both of these conditions are still known to hold for the CV-
HAL-MLE (Qn,C1n , Gn,C2n) in which the constants (C1, C2) are selected with the
cross-validation selector (C1n, C2n) (van der Laan, 2015). This follows since the
cross-validation selector is asymptotically equivalent with the oracle selector, thereby
guaranteeing that Cn will exceed the sectional variation norm of the true (Q0, G0)
with probability tending to 1. Therefore, we have that this CV-HAL-TMLE is
also asymptotically efficient. Of course, this CV-HAL-TMLE is more practical and
powerful than the HAL-TMLE at an apriori specified (Cu1 , C
u
2 ) since it adapts the
choice of bounds (C1, C2) to the true sectional variation norms C0 = (C10, C20) for
(Q0, G0).
Theorem 2 Let C10 =‖ Q0 ‖∗v, C20 =‖ G0 ‖∗v. Suppose that Cu1 and Cu2 that define
the HAL-MLEs Qn = Qn,Cu1 and Gn = Gn,Cu2 are replaced by data adaptive selectors
C1n and C2n for which
P (C10 ≤ C1n < Cu1 , C20 ≤ C2n < Cu2 )→ 1, as n→∞. (11)
Then, under the same assumptions as in Theorem 1, the TMLE Ψ(Q∗n), using Qn =
Qn,C1n and Gn = Gn,C2n as initial estimators, is asymptotically efficient.
In general, when the model is defined by global constraints, then one should use
cross-validation to select these constraints, which will only improve the performance
of the initial estimators and corresponding TMLE, due to its asymptotic equivalence
with the oracle selector. So our model might have more global constraints beyond
(Cu1 , C
u
2 ) and these could then also be selected with cross-validation resulting in a
CV-HAL-MLE and corresponding HAL-TMLE (see also our two examples).
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2.5 Motivation for finite sample inference
In order to understand how large the exact remainder R˜2n could be relative to
the leading first order term, we need to understand the size of d01(Qn, Q0) and
d02(Gn, G0). This will then motivate us to propose methods that estimate the finite
sample distribution of the HAL-TMLE or conservative versions thereof.
To establish this behavior of d01(Qn, Q0) we will use the following general inte-
gration by parts formula, and a resulting bound.
Lemma 2 Let F,Z ∈ Dd[0, τ ]. For a given function Z ∈ Dd[0, τ ] we define
Z¯(u) = Z([u, τ ]) =
∫
[u,τ ]
dZ(s),
the measure dZ assigns to the cube [u, τ ], which is a generalized difference across
the 2d-corners of [u, τ ] (Gill et al., 1995). For any two functions F,Z ∈ D[0, τ ] with
‖ F ‖∗v<∞ and ‖ Z ‖∗v<∞, we have the following integration by parts formula:∫
[0,τ ]
F (x)dZ(x) = F (0)Z¯(0) +
∑
s
∫
us
Z¯(us, 0−s)dFs(us).
This implies ∫
[0,τ ]
F (x)dZ(x) ≤‖ Z¯ ‖∞‖ F ‖∗v .
Proof: The representation of F (x) is presented in (Gill et al., 1995; van der Laan,
2015). Using this representation yields the presented integration by parts formula
as follows:∫
FdZ =
∫
{F (0) +
∑
s
∫
(0s,xs]
dFs(u)}dZ(x)
= F (0)Z([0, τ ]) +
∑
s
∫
x
∫
us
Ixs≥usdFs(us)dZ(x)
= F (0)Z([0, τ ]) +
∑
s
∫
us
Z([us, τs]× [0−s, τ−s])dFs(us)
≤ max
s
sup
us∈[0s,τs]
| Z([us, τs]× [0−s, τ−s]) |‖ F ‖∗v
= ‖ Z ‖∞‖ F ‖∗v .✷
For a P ∈ M and P = Pn we define
P¯ (u) = P ([u, τ ]) =
∫
[u,τ ]
dP (s).
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By Lemma 2, we have
d01(Qn, Q0) ≤ ‖ P¯n − P¯0 ‖∞‖ L1(Qn, Q0) ‖∗v
d02(Gn, G0) ≤ ‖ P¯n − P¯0 ‖∞‖ L2(Gn, G0) ‖∗v .
By (van der Vaart and Wellner, 2011), we can bound the expectation of the supre-
mum norm of an empirical process over a class of functions with uniformly bounded
envelope by the entropy integral:
E ‖ √n(P¯n − P¯0) ‖∞. J(1,FI ) ≡ sup
Q
∫ 1
0
√
logN(ǫ, L2(Q),FI)dǫ.
The covering number N(ǫ, L2(Q),FI) for the class of indicators FI = {I[u,τ ] : u ∈
[0, τ ]} behaves as ǫ−d. This proves that E ‖ √n(P¯n − P¯0) ‖∞= O(d1/2), and thus
Ed01(Qn, Q0) = O(d
1/2n−1/2M1)
Ed02(Gn, G0) = O(d
1/2n−1/2M2).
In particular, this shows that the exact second-order remainder (10) can be bounded
in expectation as follows:
E | R˜2n |= O(n−1/2d1/2
√
M1M2).
Even though these bounds are overly conservative, these bounds provide a clear
indication how the size of d01(Qn, Q0) and d02(Gn, G0), and thereby the second-
order remainder is potentially affected by the dimension d (i.e., for nonparametric
models) and the allowed complexity of the model as measured by the boundsM1,M2.
One can thus conclude that there are many settings in which the exact second-
order remainder R˜2n will dominate the leading linear term (Pn−P0)D∗(P0) in finite
samples. Therefore, for the sake of accurate inference we will need methods that
estimate the actual finite sample sampling distribution of the HAL-TMLE.
A very conservative finite sample confidence interval
Consider the case that rn = 0. Let M
∗
1 = supP∈Mmaxǫ ‖ L1(Q(P )ǫ) ‖∗v and
M2 = supP∈M ‖ L2(G(P )) ‖∗v be the deterministic upper bound on the sectional
variation norms of L1(Q
∗
n) and L2(Gn). Let Z¯n = n
1/2(P¯n − P¯0). The integration
by parts bound applied to (9) yields the following bound:
| n1/2(Ψ(Q∗n)−Ψ(Q0)) | ≤ ‖ D∗(Q∗n, Gn) ‖∗v‖ Z¯n ‖∞
+f(‖ L1(Q∗n, Q0) ‖∗1/2v ‖ Z¯n ‖1/2∞ , ‖ L2(Gn, G0) ‖∗1/2v ‖ Z¯n ‖1/2∞ ).
Let M∗3 ≡ supP∈Mmaxǫ ‖ D∗(Q(P )ǫ, G) ‖∗v. Then, we obtain the following bound:
| n1/2(Ψ(Q∗n)−Ψ(Q0)) |≤
{
M∗3 + f(M
∗1/2
1 ,M
1/2
2 )
}
‖ Z¯n ‖∞ . (12)
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Let qn,0.95 be the 0.95-quantile of ‖ Z¯n ‖∞. A conservative finite sample 0.95-
confidence interval is then given by:
Ψ(Q∗n)± C(M∗1,M2,M∗3 )qn,0..95/n1/2,
where C(M1,M2,M3) =M3+ f(M
1/2
1 ,M
1/2
2 ). One could estimate the distribution
of Z¯n with the nonparametric bootstrap and thereby obtain an bootstrap-estimate
q#n,0.95 of qn,0.95. One could push the conservative nature of this confidence interval
further by using theoretical bounds for the tail-probability P (‖ Z¯n ‖∞> x) and
define the quantile qn,0.95 in terms of this theoretical upper bound (such exponential
bounds are available in (e.g.) (van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996), but the constants
in these exponential bounds appear to not be concretely specified).
The bound (12) simplifies if we focus on the sampling distribution of the one-
step estimator ψ1n = Ψ(Qn) + PnD
∗(Qn, Gn) by being able to replace the targeted
version Q∗n by Qn. For the one-step estimator we have
ψ1n − ψ0 = (Pn − P0)D∗(Qn, Gn) +R20(Qn, Gn, Q0, G0).
Let M1 = supP∈M ‖ L1(Q(P )) ‖∗v and M2 = supP∈M ‖ L2(G(P )) ‖∗v be the upper
bound on the sectional variation norms of L1(Qn) and L2(Gn). Analogue to above,
we obtain
| n1/2(ψ1n −Ψ(Q0)) | ≤ ‖ D∗(Qn, Gn) ‖∗v‖ Z¯n ‖∞
+f(‖ L1(Qn, Q0) ‖∗1/2v ‖ Z¯n ‖1/2∞ , ‖ L2(Gn, G0) ‖∗1/2v ‖ Z¯n ‖1/2∞ ).
Recall M3 ≡ supP∈M ‖ D∗(P ) ‖∗v. Then, we obtain the following conservative
sampling distribution:
Z+n ≡| n1/2(ψ1n −Ψ(Q0)) |≤
{
M3 + f(M
1/2
1 ,M
1/2
2 )
}
‖ Z¯n ‖∞, (13)
and conservative finite sample 0.95-confidence interval
ψ1n ± C(M1,M2,M3)qn,0..95/n1/2,
where C(M1,M2,M3) =M3+f(M
1/2
1 ,M
1/2
2 ). Clearly, this same confidence interval
can be applied to the TMLE since the TMLE is asymptotically equivalent with
the one-step estimator and generally performs better in finite samples by being a
substitution estimator.
Above, we pointed out that ‖ Z¯n ‖∞= OP ((n/d)−1/2), which shows that this
confidence interval has a width of order (n/d)−1/2. This confidence interval is not
only finite sample conservative but is also not asymptotically sharp. Nonetheless,
this formula appears to demonstrate that the dimension d of the data O enters
directly into the rate of convergence as (n/d)1/2. In addition, it shows and that the
actual bounds (Cu1 , C
u
2 ) on the sectional variation norms of Q and G are directly
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affecting the width of the confidence interval (essentially linearly). In addition, the
dimension d itself naturally affects the chosen upper bounds (Cu1 , C
u
2 ) and thereby
M1,M2,M3, so that the dimension d may also affect the width of the finite sample
confidence interval through the constant C(M1,M2,M3).
Though interesting, we suggest that in most applications this bound is much too
conservative for practical use. This motivates us to construct much more accurate
estimators of the actual sampling distribution of the HAL-TMLE.
The above finite sample bound could also be applied to choices M1n,M2n,M3n
implied by the cross-validation selector (C1n, C2n) of (C1, C2). We suggest that
this would make the resulting confidence interval more reasonable, by not being so
conservative (by being forced to select conservative upper bounds Cu = (Cu1 , C
u
2 )).
3 The nonparametric bootstrap for the HAL-TMLE
Let O#1 , . . . , O
#
n be n i.i.d. draws from the empirical measure Pn. Let P
#
n be the
empirical measure of this bootstrap sample. In the following we define a generalized
definition of Q being absolutely continuous w.r.t. Qn: Q≪ Qn.
Definition 1 Recall the representation (3) for a mulivariate real valued cadlag func-
tion F in terms of its sections Fs. We will say that Qk is absolutely continuous w.r.t.
Qk,n if for each subset s ⊂ {1, . . . ,m1k}, its s-specific section Qk,s defined by us →
Qk(us, 0−s) is absolutely continuous w.r.t. Qn,k,s defined by us → Qn,k(us, 0−s).
We use the notation Qk ≪ Qn,k. In addition, we use the notation Q ≪ Qn if
Qk ≪ Qn,k for each component k ∈ {1, . . . ,K1}. Similarly, we use this notation
G≪ Gn if Gk ≪ Gn,k for each component k ∈ {1, . . . ,K2}.
In practice, the HAL-MLE Qn = argminQ∈Q(M) PnL1(Q) is attained by a discrete
measure Qn so that it can be computed by minimizing the empirical risk over a
large linear combination of indicator basis functions (e.g., 2m1kn for Qnk) under the
constraint that the sum of the absolute value of the coefficients is bounded by the
specified constant C1 (Benkeser and van der Laan, 2016). However, Qn will only
have around n non-zero coefficients. In that case, the constraint Q ≪ Qn states
that Q is a linear combination of the indicator basis functions that had a non-zero
coefficient in Qn.
LetQ#n = argminQ∈Q(M),Q≪Qn P
#
n L1(Q) andG
#
n = argminG∈G(M),G≪Gn P
#
n L2(G)
be the corresponding HAL-MLEs of Qn = argminQ∈Q(M) PnL1(Q) and Gn =
argminG∈G(M) PnL2(G) based on these bootstrap samples. Since the empirical
measure P#n has a support contained in Pn, we expect that in many problems
Q#n = argminQ∈Q(M) P
#
n L1(Q) satisfies Q
#
n ≪ Qn and similarly for G#n . Either
way, the extra restriction Q≪ Qn makes the computation of the HAL-MLE on the
bootstrap sample much faster than the HAL-MLE Qn based on the original sample,
so that enforcing this extra constraint is only beneficial from a computational point
of view. That is, the computation of Q#n only involves minimizing the empirical
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risk w.r.t. P#n over maximally n non-zero coefficients, making the calculation of Q
#
n
relatively trivial.
Let ǫ#n = argminǫ P
#
n L1(Q
#
n,ǫ) be the one-step TMLE update of Q
#
n based on
the least favorable submodel {Q#n,ǫ : ǫ} through Q#n at ǫ = 0 with score D∗(Q#n , G#n )
at ǫ = 0. Let Q#∗n = Q
#
n,ǫ#n
be the TMLE update which is assumed to solve r#n ≡|
P#n (Q
#∗
n , G
#
n ) |= oPn(n−1/2), conditional on (Pn : n ≥ 1) (just like rn = oP (n−1/2)).
Finally, let Ψ(Q#∗n ) be the TMLE of Ψ(Q∗n) based on this nonparametric bootstrap
sample. We estimate the finite sample distribution of n1/2(Ψ(Q∗n) − Ψ(Q0)) with
the sampling distribution of Z1,#n ≡ n1/2(Ψ(Q#∗n )−Ψ(Q∗n)), conditional on Pn. Let
Φ#n (x) = P (n1/2(Ψ(Q
#∗
n )−Ψ(Q∗n)) ≤ x | Pn) be the cumulative distribution of this
bootstrap sampling distribution. So a bootstrap based 0.95-confidence interval for
ψ0 is given by
[ψ∗n + q
#
0.025,n/n
1/2, ψ∗n + q
#
0.975,n/n
1/2],
where q#α,n = Φ
#−1
n (α) is the α-quantile of this bootstrap distribution.
One could also apply this nonparametric bootstrap to n1/2 | Ψ(Q∗n) − Ψ(Q0) |
/σn, where σ
2
n is an estimator of the variance of D
∗(Q0, G0). It is not clear if this
has any advantage, beyond that the confidence interval is now of the form [ψ∗n +
q#0.025,nσn/n
1/2, ψ∗n + q
#
0.975,nσn/n
1/2], where q#α,n is the α-quantile of the cumulative
distribution function of n1/2(Ψ(Q#∗n )−Ψ(Q∗n))/σ#n , conditional on Pn, imitating the
Wald-type confidence interval.
We now want to prove that Φ#n converges to the cumulative distribution func-
tion of limit distribution N(0, σ20) so that we are consistently estimating the limit
distribution of the TMLE. Importantly, this nonparametric bootstrap confidence in-
terval could potentially dramatically improve the coverage relative to using the first
order Wald-type confidence interval since this bootstrap distribution is estimating
the variability of the full-expansion of the TMLE, including the exact remainder
R˜2n.
In the next subsection we show that the nonparametric bootstrap works for the
HAL-MLEs Qn and Gn. Subsequently, not surprisingly, we can show that this also
establishes that the bootstrap works for the one-step TMLE Q∗n (K-th step TMLE
for fixed K). This provides then the basis for proving that the nonparametric
bootstrap is consistent for the HAL-TMLE.
3.1 Nonparametric bootstrap for HAL-MLE
The following theorem establishes that the bootstrap HAL-MLE Q#n estimates Qn
as well w.r.t. an empirical loss-based dissimilarity dn1(Q
#
n , Qn) = PnL1(Q
#
n ) −
PnL1(Qn) as Qn estimates Q0 with respect to d01(Qn, Q0) = P0L1(Qn, Q0). More-
over, it proves that dn1(Q
#
n , Qn) is at minimal equivalent with a square of an L
2(Pn)-
norm defined by the exact second-order remainder in a first order Tailor expansion
of PnL1(Q) at Qn. The analogue results apply to G
#
n . We are stating the theorem
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for the sum loss function L1, but it can also be applied to each separate HAL-MLE
of Q0,k1 with its loss L1k1(Qk1) and G0,k2 with its loss L2k2(Gk2) to provide a sep-
arate result for each HAL-MLE. In fact, we could simply replace L1 by L1 and L2
by L2 to obtain the theorem for all components of Q.
Sectional variation norm of HAL-MLE dominates sectional variation
norm of bootstrapped HAL-MLE:We either assume that ‖ Qn ‖∗v= Cu1 achieves
the maximal allowed value Cu1 or the weaker assumption ‖ Q#n ‖∗v≤‖ Qn ‖∗v, con-
ditional on Pn. Of course, for the sake of asymptotics we would only need this
to hold with probability tending to 1. The same assumption is used for Gn and
G#n . If Cu1 is chosen so that the sectional variation norm of an MLE Qn is smaller
than Cu1 even though it is a perfect fit of the data in the sense that PnL1(Qn) = 0
(i.e., smallest possible value), then ‖ Qn ‖∗v= Cu1 would not be satisfied. Therefore
‖ Qn ‖∗v= Cu1 requires to make sure that Cu1 is selected small enough relative to
sample size so that the MLE is not a complete overfit of the data. If Cu1 is replaced
by a the cross-validation selector C1n, our experience is that the HAL-MLE (i.e.,,
the Lasso) achieves it maximal allowed value for the sum of the absolute value of its
coefficients: i.e, ‖ Qn ‖∗v= C1n. In fact, all we need is that ‖ Q#n ‖∗v≤‖ Qn ‖∗v, which
is a weaker assumption and could easily be true for all choices of Cu1 : for example,
Lasso regression applied to bootstrap sample (i.e., subset of original data but using
weights) might select an L1-norm of its coefficient vector smaller than the L1-norm
when applied to the original sample, whatever Cu1 is selected.
Theorem 3 Recall our assumption (4) or (5) on the parameter spaces of Q and G.
Definitions: Let dn1(Q,Qn) = Pn{L1(Q) − L1(Qn)} be the loss-based dissimilar-
ity at the empirical measure, where Qn = argminQ∈Q(M) PnL1(Q). Similarly, let
dn2(G,Gn) = Pn{L2(G) − L2(Gn)} be the loss-based dissimilarity at the empirical
measure, where Gn = argminG∈G(M) PnL2(G). Let PnR2L1,n(Q
#
n , Qn) be defined as
the exact second-order remainder of a first order Tailor expansion of PnL1(Q) at
Qn:
Pn{L1(Q#n )− L1(Qn)} = Pn
d
dQn
L1(Qn)(Q
#
n −Qn) + PnR2L1,n(Q#n , Qn),
where ddQnL1(Qn)(h) =
d
dǫL1(Qn + ǫh)
∣∣
ǫ=0
is the directional derivative in direction
h. Similarly, we define P0R2L1,0(Qn, Q0) as the exact second-order remainder of a
first order Tailor expansion of P0L1(Q) at Q0:
P0{L1(Qn)− L1(Q0)} = P0 d
dQ0
L1(Q0)(Qn −Q0) + P0R2L1,0(Qn, Q0).
Similarly, we define P0R2L2,0(Gn, G0) and PnR2L2,n(G
#
n , Gn).
Assumption: Assume ‖ Qn ‖∗v= Cu1 , ‖ Gn ‖∗v= Cu2 (i.e., they attain the maximal
allowed value) or assume that ‖ Q#n ‖∗v≤‖ Qn ‖∗v and ‖ G#n ‖∗v≤‖ Gn ‖∗v with
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probability 1, conditional on (Pn : n ≥ 1). Suppose that
P0{L1(Qn)− L1(Q0)}2 . P0R2L1,0(Qn, Q0)
Pn{L1(Q#n )− L1(Qn)}2 . PnR2L1,n(Q#n , Qn)
P0{L2(Gn)− L2(G0)}2 . P0R2L2,0(Gn, G0)
Pn{L2(G#n )− L2(Gn)}2 . PnR2L2,n(G#n , Gn). (14)
Conclusion: Then,
dn1(Q
#
n , Qn) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)) and dn2(G
#
n , Gn) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)).
In addition, we have Pn
d
dQn
L1(Qn)(Q
#
n − Qn) ≥ 0 so that dn1(Q#n , Qn) is more
powerful dissimilarity than the quadratic PnR2L1,n(Q
#
n , Qn) (i.e., convergence w.r.t.
dn1 implies convergence w.r.t. latter):
Pn{L1(Q#n )− L1(Qn)} ≥ PnR2L1,n(Q#n , Qn).
Similarly, we have P0
d
dQ0
L1(Q0)(Qn − Q0) ≥ 0 so that d01(Qn, Q0) dominates
P0R2L1,0(Qn, Q0):
P0{L1(Qn)− L1(Q0)} ≥ P0R2L1,0(Qn, Q0).
As a consequence, we also have
PnR2L1,n(Q
#
n , Qn) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)) and PnR2L2,n(G
#
n , Gn) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)).
Bootstrapping HAL-MLE(C) at C = Cn: This theorem also applies to the case
that Cu = (Cu1 , C
u
2 ) is replaced by a data adaptive choice Cn = (C1n, C2n) (i.e.,
depending on Pn) satisfying (11).
Note that if Cu = Cn, then conditional on Pn, Cn is still fixed, so that establishing
the latter result only requires checking that the convergence of the bootstrapped
HAL-MLE (Q#n,C1 , G
#
n,C2
) to the HAL-MLE (Qn,C1 , Gn,C2) at a fixed C w.r.t. the
loss-based dissimilarities dn1 and dn2 holds uniformly in C between the true sectional
variation norms C0 and the model upper bound C
u. The validity of this theorem
does not rely on Cn exceeding C0, but the latter is needed for establishing that the
HAL-MLE Qn,Cn is consistent for Q0 and thus the efficiency of the HAL-TMLE
Ψ(Q∗n). The proof of Theorem 3 is presented in the Appendix B.
Clearly, PnR2L1,n(Q
#
n , Qn) will behave as a square of a difference of Q
#
n and Qn.
In our proof below of the validity of the nonparametric bootstrap method for the
HAL-TMLE we will need that convergence of dn1(Q
#
n , Qn) and d01(Qn, Q0) implies
convergence of d01(Q
#
n , Q0) as well. This requires showing that convergence w.r.t.
an L2(Pn)-norm implies convergence at the same rate w.r.t. L
2(P0)-norm. For that
purpose we note the following lemma, which is also proved in the Appendix B.
Lemma 3 If Pnf
2
n = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)) for some fn with ‖ fn ‖∗v< M for some
M <∞ with probability 1, then we also have P0f2n = OP (n−1/2−α(d)).
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3.2 Preservation of rate of convergence for the targeted bootstrap
estimator
It is no surprise that under a weak regularity condition, we have that ǫ#n = OP (n
−1/4−α(d)/2)
converges at same rate as Q#n to Qn. As a result, the TMLE-update Q
#∗
n,ǫ#n
of Q#n
converges at the same rate to Qn as Q
#
n . A general proof of this result is presented in
the Appendix C under weak regularity conditions on the least favorable submodel.
3.3 The nonparametric bootstrap for the HAL-TMLE
We can now imitate the efficiency proof for the HAL-TMLE to obtain the desired
result for the bootstrapped HAL-TMLE of Ψ(Q∗n). In addition to the model as-
sumptions of Theorem 1 for asymptotic efficiency of the TMLE, we asssume the
conditions (14) of Theorem 3 for validity of the nonparametric bootstrap for the
HAL-MLE. In addition, we assume the very weak condition that convergence of
dn1(Q
#
n , Qn) and d01(Qn, Q0 implies the same convergence of d01(Q
#
n , Q0):
max(dn1(Q
#
n , Qn), d01(Qn, Q0)) = OP (r(n)) implies d01(Q
#
n , Q0) = OP (r(n)),
(15)
and similarly max(dn2(G
#
n , Gn), d02(Gn, G0)) = OP (r(n)) implies d02(G
#
n , G0) =
OP (r(n)). To verify this assumption, one can use that PnR2L1,n(Q
#
n , Qn) ≤ dn1(Q#n , Qn),
PnR2L2,n(G
#
n , Gn) ≤ dn2(G#n , Gn), P0R2L1,0(Qn, Q0) ≤ d01(Qn, Q0), and P0R2L2,0(Gn, G0) ≤
d02(Gn, G0), and Lemma 3 to translate
∫
f2ndPn = oP (r(n)) implies
∫
f2ndP0 =
OP (r(n)).
Finally, we assume a the empirical analogue of the uniform continuity condition
(7) on the efficient influence curve:
Pn{D∗(Q#n , G#n )−D∗(Qn, Gn)}2 . dn1(Q#n , Qn) + dn2(G#n , Gn). (16)
Again, to verify this we can use PnR2L1,n(Q
#
n , Qn) ≤ dn1(Q#n , Qn) and PnR2L2,n(G#n , Gn) ≤
dn2(G
#
n , Gn), so that it suffices to verify
Pn{D∗(Q#n , G#n )−D∗(Qn, Gn)}2 . PnR2L1,n(Q#n , Qn) + PnR2L2,n(G#n , Gn).
Theorem 4
Assumptions: Assume the conditions of Theorem 1 providing asymptotic efficiency
of Ψ(Q∗n); ‖ Qn ‖∗v= Cu1 , ‖ Gn ‖∗v= Cu2 (i.e., they attain the maximal allowed
value) or that ‖ Q#n ‖∗v≤‖ Qn ‖∗v and ‖ G#n ‖∗v≤‖ Gn ‖∗v with probability 1, con-
ditional on (Pn : n ≥ 1); (14); (15); (16) on loss functions L1(Q) and L2(G);
r#n = P
#
n D∗(Q
#∗
n , G
#
n ) = oP (n
−1/2), conditional on (Pn : n ≥ 1); and that Q#∗n pre-
serves rate of convergence of Q#n in the sense that the following three conditions hold:
1) ‖ Q#∗n ‖∗v< C ‖ Q#n ‖∗v for some C < ∞; 2) Pn{D∗(Q#∗n ) − D∗(Q#n )}2 →p 0,
conditional on (Pn : n ≥ 1); 3) P0{D∗(Q#∗n ) − D∗(Q#n )}2 →p 0. If we use the
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one-step TMLE Q∗n = Qn,ǫn, then the last three conditions can be replaced by
ǫ#n = OP (d
1/2
n1 (Q
#
n , Qn)).
Conclusion: Then, dn1(Q
#
n , Qn) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)), dn2(G
#
n , Gn) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)),
PnR2L1,n(Q
#∗
n , Qn) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)) and PnR2L2,n(G
#
n , Gn) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)).
In addition,
Ψ(Q#∗n )−Ψ(Qn) = (P#n − Pn)D∗(Qn, Gn) +OP (n−1/2−α(d)),
and thus Z1,#n ≡ n1/2(Ψ(Q#∗n )−Ψ(Q∗n))⇒d N(0, σ20), conditional on (Pn : n ≥ 1).
Consistency of the nonparametric bootstrap for HAL-TMLE at cross-
validation selector Cn: This theorem can be applied to C
u = Cn satisfying (11).
Proof: We provide the proof for the one-step TMLE using the condition ǫ#n =
OP (d
1/2
n1 (Q
#
n , Qn). The proof for the general TMLE Q
∗
n using conditions 1-3 instead
follows immediately from the following proof as well and below we point out how
the proof is generalized to this general case. Firstly, by definition of the remainder
R20() we have the following two expansions:
Ψ(Q#∗n )−Ψ(Q0) = (P#n − P0)D∗(Q#∗n , G#n ) +R20(Q#∗n , G#n , Q0, G0)
= (P#n − Pn)D∗(Q#∗n , G#n ) + (Pn − P0)D∗(Q#∗n , G#n )
+R20(Q
#∗
n , G
#
n , Q0, G0)
Ψ(Q∗n)−Ψ(Q0) = (Pn − P0)D∗(Q∗n, Gn) +R20(Q∗n, Gn, Q0, G0),
where we ignored rn = PnD
∗(Q∗n, Gn) and its bootstrap analogue r
#
n = P
#
n D∗(Q
#∗
n , G
#
n )
in these two expressions (which were both assumed to be oP (n
−1/2)). Subtracting
the first equality from the second equality yields:
Ψ(Q#∗n )−Ψ(Q∗n) = (P#n − Pn)D∗(Q#∗n , G#n ) + (Pn − P0){D∗(Q#∗n , G#n )−D∗(Q∗n, Gn)}
+R20(Q
#∗
n , G
#
n , Q0, G0)−R20(Q∗n, Gn, Q0, G0). (17)
Under the conditions of Theorem 1, we already established that R20(Q
∗
n, Gn, Q0, G0) =
OP (n
−1/2−α(d)). By assumption (6), we can bound the first remainderR20(Q
#∗
n , G
#
n , Q0, G0)
by f(d
1/2
01 (Q
#∗
n , Q0),d
1/2
02 (G
#
n , G0)). Theorem 3 established that dn1(Q
#
n , Qn) =
OP (n
−1/2−α(d)) and dn2(G
#
n , Gn) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)). By assumption (15), this im-
plies also that d01(Q
#
n , Q0) and d02(G
#
n , G0) are OP (n
−1/2−α(d)). Again, by assump-
tion (6) this yields that R20(Q
#
n , G
#
n , Q0, G0) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)). By assumption,
ǫ#n = OP (n
−1/4−α(d)/2), using the fact that f is a quadratic polyonomial, this now
also establishes that R20(Q
#∗
n , G
#
n , Q0, G0) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)). Similarly, if we work
with a general TMLE Q∗n satisfying conditions 1-3, then this result follows as well.
It remains to analyze the two leading empirical process terms in (17). Firstly,
replace Q#∗n and Q∗n by Q
#
n and Qn, respectively, in these two terms. This generates
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three additional remainder terms:
(P#n − Pn){D∗(Q#∗n , G#n )−D∗(Q#n , G#n )}
(Pn − P0){D∗(Q#∗n , G#n )−D∗(Q#n , Gn)}
(Pn − P0){D∗(Q∗n, Gn)−D∗(Qn, Gn)}.
Since Q#∗n = Q
#
n,ǫ#n
and Q∗n = Qn,ǫn , each of these terms can be written as fn(ǫ
#
n )−
fn(0) or fn(ǫn) − fn(0) for certain specified fn. We can carry out an exact first
order tailor expansion of this fn(ǫ) at ǫ = 0 to represents these three terms as
ǫ#n (P
#
n −Pn)f1n, ǫ#n (Pn −P0)f2n and ǫn(Pn −P0)f3n, respectively, for certain func-
tions f1n, f2n, f3n. By assumption (2) these functions f1n, f2n, f3n have a uniformly
bounded sectional variation norm. Thus (Pn − P0)fjn = OP (n−1/2) for j = 1, 2, 3,
so that these three terms can be bounded by OP (n
−1/2) times max(ǫn, ǫ
#
n ), which
is OP (n
−3/4−α(d)/2). The above three terms are also oP (n
−1/2) if we work with a
general TMLE Q∗n and the three conditions 1-3 on Q
#∗
n apply.
The remainder of the proof now only involves non-targeted Q#n and Qn so that
it generally applies to a general TMLE Q∗n. Let’s now return to the two leading
terms in (17) but with Q#∗n and Q∗n replaced by Q
#
n and Qn, respectively. By our
continuity assumption (16) on the efficient influence curve as function in (Q,G), we
have that convergence of dn1(Q
#
n , Qn) + dn2(G
#
n , Gn) to zero implies convergence
of the square of the L2(Pn)-norm of D
∗(Q#n , G
#
n ) − D∗(Qn, Gn) at the same rate.
By empirical process theory (van der Vaart and Wellner, 2011), this teaches us that
(P#n − Pn)D∗(Q#n , G#n ) = (P#n − Pn)D∗(Qn, Gn) + OP (n−1/2−α(d). This deals with
the first leading term in (17).
By our continuity condition (7) we also have that P0{D∗(Q#n , G#n )−D∗(Qn, Gn)}2 →p
0 at this rate. Again, by (van der Vaart and Wellner, 2011) this shows (Pn −
P0){D∗(Q#n , G#n )−D∗(Qn, Gn)} = OP (n−1/2−α(d)). Thus we have shown that
(P#n − Pn)D∗(Q#n , G#n ) + (Pn − P0){D∗(Q#n , G#n )−D∗(Qn, Gn)}
= (P#n − Pn)D∗(Q#n , G#n ) +OP (n−1/2−α(d)).
The latter term can be written as (P#n −Pn)D∗(Qn, Gn)+(P#n −Pn){D∗(Q#n , Gn)−
D∗(Qn, Gn)}. The second term can be analyzed with empirical process theory as
above using (16) to establish that it is OP (n
−1/2−α(d)).
Thus, we have now shown
n1/2(Ψ(Q#∗n )−Ψ(Q∗n)) = n1/2(P#n − Pn)D∗(Q∗n, Gn) + oP (1)⇒d N(0, σ20).
This completes the proof of the Theorem for the HAL-TMLE at the fixed Cu. As
remarked earlier, it follows straightforwardly that this proof applies uniformly to
any C in between C0 and C
u, and thereby to a selector Cn satisfying (11). ✷
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Remark regarding robustness in underlying data distribution Consider
the exact second order remainder R20 for the HAL-TMLE Ψ(Q
∗
n)−Ψ(Q0) = (Pn −
P0)D
∗(Q0, G0)+R20(Q
∗
n, Gn, Q0, G0) and the exact second order remainder R
#
2n for
the bootstrapped HAL-TMLE Ψ(Q#∗n ) − Ψ(Q∗n) = (P#n − Pn)D∗(Qn, Gn) + R#2n,
as specified in the above proof. Under our model assumptions, the bounding of
these two remainders only concern empirical processes (Pn−P0) and (P#n −Pn) in-
dexed by a uniform Donsker class. As shown in (van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996),
such empirical processes converge and satisfy exact finite sample bounds that apply
uniformly in all possible data distributions. Therefore, it follows that we can also
establish that the nonparametric bootstrap is consistent for the normal limit distri-
bution of the HAL-TMLE, uniformly in all P0 ∈ M. This would mean that there
exist sufficient sample sizes to obtain a particular level of precision in approximating
the normal limit distribution, uniformly in all P0 ∈ M. This further demonstrates
the robustness of the HAL-MLE, HAL-TMLE, and its bootstrap distribution in
statistical models that have uniform model bounds (M1,M2,M3).
3.4 The nonparametric bootstrap for the exact second-order ex-
pansion of the HAL-TMLE
Recall the exact second-order expansion of the HAL-TMLE:
n1/2(Ψ(Q∗n)−Ψ(Q0)) = n1/2(Pn−P0)D∗(Q∗n, Gn)+n1/2R20(Q∗n, Gn, Q0, G0). (18)
Recall that R20(Q,G,Q0, G0) = R2P0(Q,G,Q0, G0) potentially depends on P0 be-
yond (Q0, G0). Typically, we have
R2P0(Q,G,Q0, G0) = P0R2(Q,G,Q0, G0) for some R2(Q,G,Q0, G0). (19)
Let R2n() = R2Pn() be obtained by replacing the P0 by the empirical measure Pn.
Thus, if we have (19), then R2n(Q,G,Qn, Gn) = PnR2(Q,G,Qn, Gn). We assume
the analogue of the bound (6) on R20 for R2n:
| R2n(Q,G,Qn, Gn) |≤ f(d1/2n1 (Q,Qn),d1/2n2 (G,Gn)) (20)
for some function f : IRK≥0 → IR≥0, K = K1 +K2 of the form f(x) =
∑
i,j aijxixj ,
a quadratic polynomial with positive coefficients aij ≥ 0.
Consider the nonparametric bootstrap analogue of the right-hand side of (18):
Z2,#n = n
1/2(P#n − Pn)D∗(Q#∗n , G#n ) + n1/2R2n(Q#∗n , G#n , Q∗n, Gn).
This bootstrap sampling distribution Z#∗n provides a very direct estimate of the
sampling distribution of n1/2(Ψ(Q∗n)−Ψ(Q0)).
Let Φ#n (x) = P (Z
2,#
n ≤ x | Pn) be the cumulative distribution of this bootstrap
sampling distribution. So a bootstrap based 0.95-confidence interval for ψ0 is given
by
[ψ∗n + q
#
0.025,n/n
1/2, ψ∗n + q
#
0.975,n/n
1/2], (21)
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where q#α,n = Φ
#−1
n (α) is the α-quantile of this bootstrap distribution.
Theorem 5 Under the same conditions as Theorem 4 and condition (20), we have
Z2,#n = n1/2(P
#
n − Pn)D∗(Qn, Gn) +OP (n−1/2−α(d)), and thereby
Z2,#n ⇒d N(0, σ20) conditional on (Pn : n ≥ 1).
In particular the above confidence interval (21) contains ψ0 with probability tending
to 0.95 as n→∞.
One might simplify Z2#n by replacing the targeted versions by their initial esti-
mators:
Z2a,#n = n
1/2(P#n − Pn)D∗(Q#n , G#n ) + n1/2R2n(Q#n , G#n , Qn, Gn). (22)
In this case Z2a,#n is the bootstrap sampling distribution of the exact second-order
expansion
n1/2(ψ1n −Ψ(Q0)) = n1/2(Pn − P0)D∗(Qn, Gn) +R20(Qn, Gn, Q0, G0)
of the HAL-one-step estimator ψ1n = Ψ(Qn) + PnD
∗(Qn, Gn). The latter bootstrap
sampling distribution can also be used for the HAL-TMLE.
As above, let Φa#n (x) = P (Z
2a,#
n ≤ x | Pn) be the cumulative distribution of
Z2a,#n , conditional on Pn. A corresponding bootstrap based 0.95-confidence interval
for ψ0 is given by
[ψ1n + q
a#
0.025,n/n
1/2, ψ1n + q
a#
0.975,n/n
1/2], (23)
where qa#α,n = Φ
a#−1
n (α). We have the analogue of the above theorem for the boot-
strap distribution Z2a,#n of the one-step estimator, where we can remove the specific
conditions needed for the TMLE Q∗n. Since the proof is remarkably simple and
demonstrates that Z2,#n and Z
2a,#
n provide very direct approximations of the sam-
pling distributions of the HAL-TMLE and HAL-one-step estimator, we show here
its proof.
Theorem 6 Assume the conditions of Theorem 1; (14); (15); and (16).
Then, Z2a,#n = n1/2(P
#
n − Pn)D∗(Qn, Gn) +OP (n−1/2−α(d)), and thereby
Z2a,#n ⇒d N(0, σ20) conditional on (Pn : n ≥ 1).
In particular the above confidence interval (23) contains ψ0 with probability tending
to 0.95 as n→∞.
Proof: Consider (22). By Theorem 3 we have that dn1(Q
#
n , Qn) and dn2(G
#
n , Gn)
are OP (n
−1/2−α(d)). Using the bound (20) implies now that R2n(Q
#
n , G
#
n , Qn, Gn) =
OP (n
−1/2−α(d)). Regarding the leading term in Z2a,#n we write is as
n1/2(P#n − Pn){D∗(Q#n , G#n )−D∗(Qn, Gn)}+ n1/2(P#n − Pn)D∗(Qn, Gn).
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In the proof of Theorem 4 we showed that the first term is OP (n
−1/2−α(d)). This
completes the proof of Theorem 5. ✷
The above bootstrap distribution Z2,#n is different from the sampling distribu-
tion of Z1,#n = n1/2(Ψ(Q
#∗
n )−Ψ(Q∗n)) used in the previous subsection (and similarly,
Z2a,#n is different from the bootstrap distribution of the standardized one-step es-
timator). The advantage of Z1#n is that it is an actual sampling distribution of
our HAL-TMLE and thereby fully respects that our estimator is a substitution es-
timator. On the other hand, its asymptotic expansion as analyzed in the proof of
Theorem 4 and the remarkable direct and simple proof of Theorem 5 suggests that
the sampling distribution Z1,#n is more different from the desired sampling distribu-
tion of n1/2(ψ∗n − ψ0) than Z2,#n . Therefore it will be of interest to compare both
bootstrap methods through a simulation study.
As in our previous theorems, the above theorems also apply to the setting in
which we replace Cu by the cross-validation selector Cn.
4 The nonparametric bootstrap for a conservative fi-
nite sample bound of exact second-order expansion
of HAL-TMLE or HAL-one-step-estimator
We have the following finite sample upper bound for our HAL-TMLE relative to its
target Ψ(Q0):
n1/2 | Ψ(Q∗n)−Ψ(Q0) | ≤ | n1/2(Pn − P0)D∗(Q∗n, Gn) |
+f(d01(Q
∗
n, Q0),d02(Gn, G0)) + n
1/2rn
≡ Xn(Q∗n, Gn) + n1/2rn,
where we defined a process Xn(Q,G) (suppressing its dependence on P0). Simi-
larly, we have this upper bound for the HAL one-step estimator ψ1n = Ψ(Qn) +
PnD
∗(Qn, Gn):
n1/2 | ψ1n −Ψ(Q0) |≤ Xn(Qn, Gn).
Let’s focus on the latter, which could just as well be used for the sampling distribu-
tion of the HAL-TMLE as well.
How is this upper bound conservative? This upper bound is conservative
from various points of view. Firstly, the true second-order remainderR20(Qn, Gn, Q0, G0)
could have both negative and positive values that could cancel out a positive or neg-
ative value of (Pn−P0)D∗(Qn, Gn). For example, in many models R20 has a double
robust structure
∫
(H1(Qn) − H1(Q0))(H2(Gn) − H2(G0))H3(P0, Pn)dP0. In these
double robust problems Qn and Gn are based on different factors of the likelihood
so that H1(Qn)−H1(Q0)) is generally almost uncorrelated with H2(Gn)−H2(G0)),
so that such a second order term could be reasonably symmetric distributed around
zero. The above upper bound does not allow any cancelation making it particularly
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conservative for double robust estimation problems. Secondly, the actual size of
R20(Qn, Gn, Q0, G0) could be significantly smaller than our upper bound. For ex-
ample, if we have the double robust structure, then the upper bound bounds a term∫
(H1(Qn) − H1(Q0))(H2(Gn) − H2(G0))H3(P0, Pn)dP0 by Cauchy-Schwarz while
bounding H3 by its supremum norm. Since Q0 and G0 are very different functions,
the Cauchy-Schwarz bound is very conservative itself, and, the supremum norm
bound on H3 will involve replacing a denominator by its smallest value. Therefore,
this bound is highly conservative for double robust estimation problems.
If the second-order remainder has the form
∫
(H1(Qn)−H1(Q0))2H3(Pn, P0)dP0,
then this bound is more reasonable by only being conservative due to the bounding of
H3 by its supremum norm and that we do not allow cancelation of a mean zero cen-
tered n1/2(Pn−P0)D∗(Qn, Gn) with R20(P ∗n , P0). Finally, the sampling distribution
of this upper bound is not incorporating the known bounds for n1/2(Ψ(Q∗n)−Ψ(Q0))
such as, for example, that Ψ(P0). The first nonparametric bootstrap method of the
previous section is a sampling distribution of a substitution estimator thereby re-
spects all the global bounds of the model and target parameter (e.g., Ψ(P ) is a
probability). Respecting global constraints is particularly important when the tar-
get parameter is weakly supported by the data and asymptotics has not kicked in
for the given sample size.
We estimate the distribution of this upper bound with the nonparametric boot-
strap. That is, we (conservatively) approximate the sampling distribution of Zn =|
n1/2(Ψ(Q∗n)−Ψ(Q0) | or | n1/2(ψ1n −Ψ(Q0)) | with
Z3,#n =| n1/2(P#n − Pn)D∗(Q#n , G#n ) | +f(dn1(Q#n , Qn),dn2(G#n , Gn)) |
conditional on (Pn : n ≥ 1). This distribution can now be used to construct an
0.95-confidence interval. Let F#n (x) = P (Z
3,#
n ≤ x | (Pn : n ≥ 1)) and q#n,0.95 =
F#−1n (0.95) be its 0.95-quantile. Then, Ψ(Q∗n) ± q#n,0.95/n1/2 is the resulting 0.95-
confidence interval.
Alternative reasonable upper-bound: It appears to also be reasonable to
use as upper-bound ofXn1(Qn, Gn) ≡| n1/2(Pn−P0)D∗(Q∗n, Gn)+f(d01(Q∗n, Q0), d02(Gn, G0)) |.
Note that Xn1(Qn, Gn) is different from Xn(Qn, Gn), by putting the absolute value
outside the sum of the two terms. This is not a deterministic upper bound in the
sense that | n1/2(ψ1n−Ψ(Q0)) | is smaller than this bound with probability 1, but we
certainly expect this to be a conservative distribution since we are adding a positive
bias to a mean zero centered symmetric empirical process at D∗(Qn, Gn).
In spite of the conservative nature of our upper bound it is still asymptotically
sharp. Again, not surprisingly, asymptotic consistency of the above conservative
sampling distribution is an immediately corollary of our analysis of the nonpara-
metric bootstrap for the HAL-TMLE.
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Theorem 7 Under the same conditions as Theorem 4, Z3,#n = n1/2(P
#
n −Pn)D∗(Qn, Gn)+
OP (n
−1/2−α(d)), and thereby
Z3,#n ⇒d N(0, σ20) conditional on (Pn : n ≥ 1).
In particular the above confidence interval (21) contains ψ0 with probability tending
to 0.95 as n→∞.
More conservative asymptotically sharp sampling distribution and cor-
responding bootstrap method: In the Appendix D we propose an even more
conservative sampling distribution for n1/2(ψ1n−ψ0) (or n1/2(ψ∗n−ψ0)) by replacing
Xn(Qn, Gn) by the supremum of Xn(Q,G) over all (Q,G) in the parameter space
for which d01(Q,Q0) and d02(G,G0) are smaller than specified constants x1n and
x2n chosen so that the probability that d01(Qn, Q0) and d02(Gn, G0) are smaller
than these constants are known to be larger than 1 − α¯n for some small num-
ber α¯n → 0. We propose a concrete method that expresses (x1n, x2n) in terms
of a quantile of the supremum norm of a standard empirical cumulative survival
function process n1/2(P¯n − P¯0). Bootstrapping this latter process provides now an
estimator (x#1n, x
#
2n) of (x1n, x2n). The distribution of the corresponding supremum
of Xn(Q,G) is then estimated with the nonparametric bootstrap as well. The same
method could be applied to Xn1(Q,G). Since this supremum might be cumbersome
to compute in practice, in Appendix D we proceed with proposing a simplified con-
servative approximation of this supremum in which the second-order remainder is
separately maximized by plugging in the values (x1n, x2n), resulting in an easy to
compute sampling distribution. Again, we show that both of these methods are still
asymptotically sharp.
5 Examples
5.1 Nonparametric estimation of average treatment effect
Let O = (W,A, Y ) ∼ P0, where W ∈ [0, τ1] ⊂ IRm1≥0 is an m1-dimensional vector
of baseline covariates, A ∈ {0, 1} is a binary treatment, and Y ∈ {0, 1} is a binary
outcome. For a possible data distribution P , let Q¯(P ) = EP (Y | A,W ), G(P ) =
P (A = 1 | W ), and let QW (P ) be the cumulative probability distribution of W .
Let Q = (QW , Q¯). Let g(a | W ) = P (A = a | W ) = G(W )a(1 − G(W ))1−a. Thus
Q1 = QW , Q2 = Q¯, m11 = m1 and m12 = m1 + 1, in terms of our general notation.
Suppose that our model assumes that G(W ) depends on a possible subvector of W ,
and let m2 be the dimension of this subvector.
Statistical model: Since QW is a cumulative distribution function it is a mono-
tone m1-variate cadlag function and its sectional variation norm equals its total
variation which thus equals 1. Let δ > 0 be given. We assume Q¯ ∈ (δ, 1 − δ) and
that it is an element of the class of m12-dimensional cadlag functions with sectional
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variation norm bounded by some Cu12. (here one can treat A as continuous on [0, 1]
and assume that Q¯ is a step-function in A with single jump at 1, allowing us to
embed functions of continuous and discrete covariates in a cadlag function space.)
Similarly, we assume G ∈ (δ, 1 − δ) and that it is an element of the class of m2-
dimensional cadlag functions with sectional variation norm bounded by a Cu2 . Let’s
denote these parameter spaces for QW , Q¯ and G with F11, F12 and F2, respec-
tively. Let F1 = F11 × F12 be the parameter space of Q = (QW , Q¯). For a given
Cu1 = (C
u
11 = 1, C
u
12), C
u
2 <∞ and δ > 0, consider the statistical model
M = {P : QW ∈ F11, Q¯ ∈ F12, G ∈ F2}.
Thus, M is defined as the set of all possible probability distributions for which
the conditional means of Y and A are cadlag functions with sectional variation
norm bounded by C1 and C2, respectively, and the conditional density of A, given
W , is bounded away from 0 and 1, PW -a.e, while we make no assumptions on the
probability distribution of W .
Parameter space of type (4) or (5): As shown in Section 2, we can reparametrize
G = δ + (1 − 2δ)expit(f2(G)(W )) and Q¯ = δ + (1 − 2δ)expit(f1(Q)), where now f1
and f2 can be any cadlag function that is only restricted by upper bounds on their
sectional variation norm implied by Cu12 and C
u
2 , while C
l
12 = C
l
2 = 0, so that the
parameter space for f1 and f2 is indeed of type (4). Obviously, QW is of the type
(5) with C l11 = C
u
11 = 1. This demonstrates that our model M can be represented
as a model as defined in Section 2.
Target parameter: Let Ψ : M → IR be defined by Ψ(P ) = Ψ1(P ) − Ψ0(P ),
where Ψa(P ) = EPEP (Y | A = a,W ). Note that Ψ(P ) only depends on P through
Q(P ), so that we will also use the notation Ψ(Q) instead of Ψ(P ). Let’s focus on
Ψ1(P ) which will also imply the formulas for Ψ0(P ) and thereby Ψ(P ).
Loss functions for Q and G: Let L11(QW ) =
∫
x(I(W ≤ x)−QW (x))2r(x)dx
for some weight function r > 0 be the loss function for QW,0. Let d011(QW , QW,0) =
P0L11(QW )−P0L11(QW,0) be the corresponding loss based dissimilarity. Let L12(Q¯) =
−{Y log Q¯(A,W ) + (1 − Y ) log(1 − Q¯(A,W ))} be the log-likelihood loss function
for the conditional mean Q¯0, and let d012(Q¯, Q¯0) = P0L12(Q¯) − P0L12(Q¯0) be
the corresponding Kullback-Leibler dissimilarity. We can then define the sum-loss
L1(Q) = L11(QW ) + L12(Q¯) for Q0, and its loss-based dissimilarity d01(Q,Q0) =
P0L1(Q)− P0L1(Q0) which equals the sum of the following two dissimilarities
d012(Q,Q0) =
∫
x
(QW (x)−QW,0(x))2r(x)dx
d011(QW , QW,0) =
∫
log
(
Q¯0
Q¯
)y (
1− Q¯0
1− Q¯
)1−y
(a,w)dP0(w, a, y).
Let L2(G) = −{A logG(W ) + (1 − A) log(1 − G(W ))} be the loss function for
G0 = P0(A = 1 | W ), and let d02(G,G0) = P0L2(G) − P0L2(G0) be the Kullback-
Leibler dissimilarity between G and G0.
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Canonical gradient and corresponding exact second order expansion:
The canonical gradient of Ψa at P is given by:
D∗a(Q,G) =
I(A = a)
g(A | W )(Y − Q¯(A,W )) + Q¯(1,W )−Ψa(Q).
The exact second-order remainder Ra20(P,P0) ≡ Ψa(P )−Ψa(P0)+P0D∗a(P ) is given
by:
Ra20(Q¯,G, Q¯0, G0) =
∫
(g − g0)(a | w)
g(a | w) (Q¯− Q¯0)(a,w)dP0(w).
Bounding the second order remainder: By using Cauchy-Schwarz inequal-
ity, we obtain the following bound on Ra20(P,P0):
| Ra20(P,P0) |≤ δ−1 ‖ Q¯a − Q¯a0 ‖P0‖ G−G0 ‖P0 ,
where Q¯a(W ) = Q¯(a,W ), a ∈ {0, 1}. Thus, D∗(P ) = D∗1(P )−D∗0(P ), R20(P,P0) =
R120(P,P0)−R020(P,P0), and the upper bound for R20(P,P0) can be defined as the
sum of the two upper bounds for Ra20(P,P0) in the above inequality, a ∈ {0, 1}.
By (van der Vaart, 1998) we have ‖ p1/2 − p1/20 ‖2P0≤ P0 log p0/p. For Bernoulli
distributions, we have ‖ p − p0 ‖2P0≤ 4 ‖ p1/2 − p
1/2
0 ‖2P0≤ P0 log p0/p. From this it
follows that
∫
(Q¯ − Q¯0)2(a,w)dP0(a,w) ≤ 4d012(Q¯, Q¯0) and thus ‖ Q¯a − Q¯a0 ‖2P0≤
4δ−1d012(Q¯, Q¯0). Therefore, ‖ Q¯a − Q¯a0 ‖P0≤ 2δ−1/2d1/2012(Q¯, Q¯0). Similarly, it fol-
lows that ‖ G − G0 ‖P0≤ 2d1/202 (G,G0). This thus shows the following bound on
Ra20(P,P0):
| Ra20(P,P0) |≤ 4δ−1.5d1/2012(Q¯, Q¯0)d1/202 (G,G0).
The right-hand side represents the function f(d
1/2
01 (Q,Q0),d
1/2
02 (G,G0)) for the pa-
rameter Ψa in our general notation: f(x = (x1, x2), y) = 4δ
−1.5x2y. The sum of
these two bounds for a ∈ {0, 1} (i.e, 2f()) provides now a conservative bound for
R20 = R
1
20 −R020:
| R20(P,P0) |≤ f(d1/2012(Q¯, Q¯0), d02(G,G0)) ≡ 8δ−1.5d1/2012(Q¯, Q¯0)d1/202 (G,G0). (24)
This verifies (6). We note that this bound is very conservative due to the arguments
we provided in general in the previous section for double robust estimation problems.
Continuity of canonical gradient: Regarding the continuity assumption (7),
we note that P0{D∗a(P ) − D∗a(P0))2 can be bounded by ‖ G − G0 ‖2P0 + ‖ Q¯a −
Q¯a0 ‖2P0 and (Ψa(Q) − Ψa(Q0))2, where the constant depends on δ. The latter
square difference can be bounded in terms of ‖ Q¯a − Q¯a0 ‖2P0 and by applying our
integration by parts formula to
∫
Q¯a(w)d(QW −QW0)(w) by d011(QW , QW0), where
the constant depends on Cu1 . Thus this proves (7) for D
∗ = D∗1 −D∗0.
Uniform model bounds on sectional variation norm: It also follows im-
mediately that the sectional variation norm model boundsM1,M2,M3 (2) of L1(Q),
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L2(G) and D
∗(P ) are all finite, and can be expressed in terms of (Cu1 , C
u
2 , δ). This
verifies the model assumptions of Section 2.
HAL-MLEs: Let Qn = argminQ∈F1 PnL1(Q) and Gn = argminG∈F2 PnL2(G)
be the HAL-MLEs. Here we can use the above mentioned reparameterizations of
Q and G in terms of f1 and f2, respectively, that varies over a parameter space
of type (4). As shown in (van der Laan, 2015; Benkeser and van der Laan, 2016),
if one simply sets δ = 0, then Q¯n and Gn can be computed with standard Lasso
logisitic regression software using a linear logistic regression model with around n2m1
indicator basis functions, where m1 is the dimension of W . The reparameterization
would now enforce the bounds δ and 1− δ for these HAL-MLEs.
Note that QW,n is just an unrestricted MLE and thus equals the empirical cu-
mulative distribution function. Therefore, we actually have that ‖ QW,n−QW,0 ‖∞=
OP (n
−1/2) in supremum norm, while d012(Q¯n, Q¯0) and d02(Gn, G0) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d))
where d is the dimension of O. If m2 < d − 2, then one should be able to improve
the bound into n−1/2−α(m2).
CV-HAL-MLEs: The above HAL-MLEs are determined by (Cu1 = (1, C
u
12), C
u
2 )
and could thus be denoted with Qn,Cu1 = QˆCu1 (Pn) and Gn,Cu2 = GˆCu2 (Pn). Let
C10 =‖ Q0 ‖∗v= (1, ‖ Q¯0 ‖∗v) and C20 =‖ G0 ‖∗v , respectively, which are thus smaller
than Cu1 and C
u
2 , respectively. We can now define the cross-validation selector that
selects the best HAL-MLE over all C1 and C2 smaller than these upper-bounds:
C1n = arg min
C11=1,C12<Cu12
EBnP
1
n,BnL1(QˆC1(P
0
n,Bn))
C2n = arg min
C2<Cu2
EBnP
1
n,BnL2(GˆC2(P
0
n,Bn)),
where Bn ∈ {0, 1}n is a random split in training sample {Oi : Bn(i) = 0} with
empirical measure P 0n,Bn and validation sample {Oi : Bn(i) = 1} with empirical
measure P 1n,Bn . This defines now the CV-HAL-MLE Qn = Qn,C1n and Gn = Gn,C2n
as well. Thus, by setting Cu1 = C1n and C
u
2 = C2n, our HAL-MLEs equal the
CV-HAL-MLE.
HAL-TMLE: Let LogitQ¯n,ǫ = LogitQ¯n+ǫC(Gn), where C(Gn)(A,W ) = (2A−
1)/gn(A | W ). Let ǫn = argminǫ PnL11(Q¯n,ǫ). This defines the TMLE Q¯∗n = Q¯n,ǫn
of Q¯0. We can also define a local least favorable submodel {QW,n,ǫ2 : ǫ2} forQW,n but
since QW,n is an NPMLE one will have that ǫ2n = argminǫ2 PnL11(QW,n,ǫ2) = 0, and
thereby that the TMLE of Q0 for any such 2-dimensional least favorable submodel
is given by Q∗n = (QW,n, Q¯
∗
n). It follows that PnD
∗(Q∗n, Gn) = 0.
Preservation of rate for HAL-TMLE: The proof in the Appendix A for ǫn =
OP (d
1/2
012(Q¯n, Q¯0)) applies to this submodel, so that indeed d01(Q
∗
n, Q0) converges at
same rate as d01(Qn, Q0).
Asymptotic efficiency of HAL-TMLE and CV-HAL-TMLE: Application
of Theorem 1 shows that Ψ(Q∗n) is asymptotically efficient, where one can either
choose Qn as a fixed HAL-MLE using C1 = C
u
1 or the CV-HAL-MLE using C1 =
C1n, and similarly, for Gn. The preferred estimator would be the CV-HAL-TMLE.
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Finite sample conservative confidence interval: Let’s first consider the
exact finite sample conservative confidence interval presented in (13). For this we
need boundsM3, M12 and M2 on the sectional variation norm of D
∗(Q,G), L12(Q¯)
and L2(G), respectively. These can be expressed in terms of the sectional variation
norm bounds (Cu12, C
u
2 ) on (Q¯,G) and the lower bound δ of mina g(a | W ) and Q¯.
Here one can use that the sectional variation norm of 1/g(a | W ) can be bounded
in terms of δ and ‖ w → g(a | w) ‖∗v . (13) tells us that | n1/2(ψ1n − Ψ(Q0)) | is
dominated by the distribution of Z+n = (M3 + f(M
1/2
12 ,M
1/2
2 )) ‖ n1/2(P¯n − P¯0) ‖∞,
where f is defined by (24), and P¯ (u) = P ([u, τ ]) =
∫
[u,τ ] dP (s) is the probability
that O ∈ [u, τ ] under P . Estimation of the sampling distribution of n1/2(P¯n − P¯0)
with n1/2(P¯#n −P¯n) results then in the estimate Z+,#n of Z+n and corresponding finite
sample conservative 0.95-confidence interval. (Similarly, we have this bound for the
TMLE Ψ(Q∗n) withM3 andM12 replaced byM
∗
3 andM
∗
12, respectively.) However, as
we argued in general, this conservative confidence interval will generally be of little
practical use by being much too conservative, although these confidence intervals
will still have a width or order n−1/2.
Asymptotic validity of the nonparametric bootstrap for the HAL-
MLEs: Firstly, note that the bootstrapped HAL-MLEs
Q¯#n = arg min
‖Q¯‖∗v<C
u
12,Q¯≪Q¯n
P#n L12(Q¯),
and G#n = argmin‖G‖∗v<Cu2 ,G≪Gn P
#
n L2(G) are easily computed as a standard Lasso
regression using L1-penalty C
u
12 and C
u
2 and including the maximally n indicator
basis functions with the non-zero coefficients selected by Qn and Gn, respectively.
This makes the actual computation of the nonparametric bootstrap distribution a
very doable computational problem, even though the single computation of Qn and
Gn is highly demanding for large dimension of W .
Verification of conditions for validity of bootstrap for HAL-MLE The-
orem 3: We now want to verify the conditions for our asymptotic consistency of
the nonparametric bootstrap of Theorem 3. This requires us to establish a second-
order expansion for d012(Q¯
∗
n, Q¯0) and dn12(Q¯
#∗
n , Q¯n), so that we can specify the
second-order terms P0R20,L12(Q¯
∗
n, Q¯0) and PnR2n,L12(Q¯
#∗
n , Q¯n). Subsequently, we
have to bound the square of the L2(P0)-norm and L
2(Pn) norm of the loss-differences
L12(Q¯
∗
n, Q¯0) and L12(Q¯
#∗
n , Q¯n) in terms of these second-order terms. Since this con-
cerns a log-likelihood loss, we consider this problem in general. Let L(p) = − log p be
the log-likelihood loss. Firstly, we consider the exact second-order Tailor expansion
of P0L(p)− P0L(p0) at p0:
P0 log p− P0 log p0 =
∫
p−10 (p− p0)dP0 − P0R20,L(P,P0).
Since the first order linear term equals zero, it follows that P0R20,L(P,P0) = −P0 log p/p0.
Thus, indeed P0{L(p) − L(p0)}2 can be bounded by P0R20,L(P,P0) due to known
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result that the Kullback-Leibler dissimilarity is equivalent with
∫
(p− p0)2dµ if the
densities are bounded away from 0. Similarly, the exact second-order Tailor expan-
sion of PnL(p)− PnL(pn) at pn is given by:
Pn log p− Pn log pn = Pnp−1n (p− pn)− PnR2n,L(p, pn)
for an exact second-order remainder PnR2n,L(p, pn). By the exact second-order
Tailor expansion of the function log x at x = pn(o), we obtain
log p(o)− log pn(o) = p−1n (p− pn)(o)− ξ(pn(o), p(o))−2(p− pn)2(o),
where ξ(pn(o), p(o)) is a value in between pn(o) and p(o). Thus, PnR2n,L(p, pn) =
Pnξ(pn, p)
−2(p − pn)2. If min(pn, p) > δ for some δ > 0, then Pn(p − pn)2 .
PnR2n,L(p, pn). It follows trivially that Pn(L(p
#
n − L(pn))2 . Pn(p#n − pn)2, and
thus also that Pn(L(p
#
n )−L(pn))2 . PnR2n,L(p, pn). This verifies the conditions on
the loss function for the bootstrap theorem 3.
Behavior of HAL-MLE under sampling from Pn: This shows that dn12(Q¯
#
n , Q¯n) =
OP (n
−1/2−α(d)), and that this dissimilarity is equivalent with the square L2-norms
PnR2n,L12(Q¯
#
n , Q¯n), which is equivalent with
∑
a
∫
(Q¯#na−Q¯na)2dPn. Theorem 3 also
shows that dn2(G
#
n , Gn) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)) and that this loss based dissimilarity is
equivalent with Pn(G
#
n −Gn)2.
Preservation of rate of TMLE under sampling from Pn: The proof in the
Appendix C for ǫ#n = OP (d
1/2
n12(Q¯
#
n , Q¯n)) applies to our smooth submodel, so that
indeed d01(Q
#∗
n , Q0) converges at same rate as d01(Qn, Q0).
Consistency of nonparametric bootstrap for HAL-TMLE: This verifies
all conditions of Theorem 4 which establishes the asymptotic efficiency and asymp-
totic consistency of the nonparametric bootstrap.
Theorem 8 We have that Ψ(Q∗n) is asymptotically efficient, i.e. n
1/2(Ψ(Q∗n) −
Ψ(Q0)) ⇒d N(0, σ20), where σ20 = P0{D∗(P0)}2. In addition, conditional on (Pn :
n ≥ 1), Z1,#n = n1/2(Ψ(Q#∗n )−Ψ(Q∗n))⇒d N(0, σ20). This can also be applied to the
setting in which Cu is replaced by the cross-validation selector Cun defined above.
Consistency of nonparametric bootstrap for exact expansion of HAL-
TMLE/HAL-one-step: Recall the exact second-order remainder of Ψ(Q∗n) −
Ψ(Q0) defined byR20(Q
∗
n, Gn, Q0, G0) = (R
1
20−R020)(Q∗n, Gn, Q0, G0). Let R2n(Q#∗n , G#n , Q∗n, Gn)
be the nonparametric bootstrap analogue. Thus,
Ra2n(Q
#∗
n , G
#
n , Q
∗
n, Gn) =
∫
(g#n − gn)(a | w)
g#n (a | w)
(Q¯#∗n − Q¯∗n)(a,w)dPn(w).
Let
Z2,#n = n
1/2(P#n − Pn)D∗(Q#∗n , G#n ) + n1/2R2n(Q#∗n , G#n , Q∗n, Gn).
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Consider also the conservative version
Z3,#n =| n1/2(P#n − Pn)D∗(Q#∗n , G#n ) | +f(dn12(Q¯#∗n , Q¯∗n), dn2(G#n , Gn)) | .
where the upper bound f() for the remainder is defined in (24). Application of
Theorems 5 and 7 prove the asymptotic consistency of these two nonparametric
bootstrap distributions.
Theorem 9 We have Z2,#n ⇒d N(0, σ20) and Z3,#n ⇒d| N(0, σ20) |, conditional on
(Pn : n ≥ 1). As a consequence, an 0.95-confidence interval for ψ0 based on Z2,#n
and Z3,#n have asymptotic coverage 0.95 of ψ0. This also applies to the setting in
which Cu is replaced by the cross-validation selector Cn.
Finally, we remark that our HAL-MLE is really indexed by the model bounds
(Cu12, C
u
2 , δ) and these might all three be unknown to the user. So in that case,
we recommend to select all three with the cross-validation selector (C12n, C2n, δ)
and define the HAL-TMLE and bootstrap of the HAL-TMLE at this fixed choice
(Cn, δn,Mn).
5.2 Nonparametric estimation of integral of square of density
Statistical model, target parameter, canonical gradient: Let O ∈ IRd be a
multivariate random variable with probability distribution P0 with support [0, τ ].
Let M be a nonparametric model dominated by Lebesgue measure µ, where we
assume that for each P ∈ M its density p = dP/dµ is bounded away from below
by δ > 0 and from above by M < ∞. In addition, we assume that all densities are
cadlag functions and have sectional variation norm bounded by Cu <∞. As shown
under the remark in Section 2, we can reparametrize p = c(f){δ+(M −δ)expit(f)},
where f can be any cadlag function with sectional variation norm bounded from
above by some finite constant implied by Cu (while C l = 0), in which case our
model is of the type (4). The target parameter Ψ : M → IR is defined as Ψ(P ) =
EP p(O) =
∫
p2(o)dµ(o). This target parameter is pathwise differentiable at P with
canonical gradient
D∗(P )(O) = 2(p(O)−Ψ(P )).
Exact second order remainder: It implies the following exact second-order ex-
pansion:
Ψ(P )−Ψ(P0) = (P − P0)D∗(P ) +R20(P,P0),
where
R20(P,P0) ≡ −
∫
(p− p0)2dµ.
Loss function: As loss function for p we could consider the log-likelihood loss
L(p)(O) = − log p(O) with d0(p, p0) = P0 log p0/p. We have ‖ p1/2 − p1/20 ‖2P0≤
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P0 log p0/p so that
| R20(P,P0) | =
∫
(p − p0)2dµ
= sup
x
(p1/2 + p
1/2
0 )
2
p0
∫
(p1/2 − p1/20 )2dP0
≤ M/δP0 log p0/p =M/δd0(p, p0).
Alternatively, we could consider the loss function
L(p)(O) = −2p(O) +
∫
p2(o)dµ(o).
Note that this is indeed a valid loss function with loss-based dissimilarity given by
d0(p, p0) = P0L(p)− P0L(p0)
= −2
∫
p(o)p0(o)dµ(o) +
∫
p2dµ + 2
∫
p20dµ−
∫
p20dµ
=
∫
(p − p0)2dµ.
Bounding second order remainder: Thus, if we select this loss function, then
we have
| R20(P,P0) |= d0(p, p0).
In terms of our general notation, we now have f(x) = x2 for the upper bound on
R20 so that | R20(P,P0) |= f(d1/20 (p, p0)). We will proceed with the latter loss
function so that our bound on R2(P,P0) is sharp. In addition, if we use this loss
function, we do not need a lower bound δ for our densities so that we can set δ = 0
in our definition of the model M. The canonical gradient is indeed continuous in
P as stated in (7) and the bounds M1,M2,M3 (2) are obviously finite and can be
expressed in terms of (Cu,M, δ). This verifies the assumptions on our model as
stated in Section 2.
HAL-MLE and CV-HAL-MLE: Let pn = argminP∈M PnL(p) be the MLE.
Using our reparameterization this can be computed as
fn = argmin
f
PnL(c(f){δ + (M − δ)expitf}),
where f can be represented by our general representation (3), f(o) = f(0) +∑
s⊂{1,...,d}
∫
(0s,os]
dfs(us), and constrained to satisfy | f(0) | +
∑
s⊂{1,...,d}
∫
(0s,τs]
|
dfs(us) |≤ C for a C implied by Cu. Let’s denote this fn with fn,C . Thus, for
a given C computation of fn,C can be done with a Lasso type algorithm. Let
Cn = argminC EBnP
1
n,Bn
L(pˆC(P
0
n,Bn
)) be the cross-validation selector of C, as de-
fined in previous example. If we set C = Cn, then we obtain the CV-HAL-MLE
fn = fn,Cn . We have d0(pn, p0) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)).
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Universal least favorable submodel: We now define the HAL-TMLE. Con-
sider the universal least favorable submodel {pn,ǫ : ǫ} through the HAL-MLE pn:
for ǫ ≥ 0
pn,ǫ = pn exp
(∫ ǫ
0
D∗(pn,x)dx
)
.
This submodel recursively defines pn,ǫ where one starts calculating pn,dx for an
infinitesimal dx > 0 from pn, and then pn,2dx from pn,dx and pn etc. This recursive
definition generates {pn,ǫ : ǫ ≥ 0}. Similarly, one computes pn,−dx from pn, and
pn,−2dx from pn, pn,−dx etc, where for ǫ < 0
∫ ǫ
0 = −
∫ 0
ǫ . One can also define this
universal least favorable submodel by recursively applying a local least favorable
submodel:
pn,ǫ+dǫ = p
lfm
n,ǫ,dǫ,
where plfmx is a local least favorable submodel through p at parameter value x so
that plfmn,ǫ,dǫ is the local least favorable submodel through pn,ǫ at parameter value dǫ.
A possible local least favorable submodel choice is px = (1 + xD
∗(p))p for x in a
small neighborhood around 0.
HAL-TMLE: Let ǫn = argminǫ PnL(pn,ǫ) be the MLE, and p
∗
n = pn,ǫn is the
TMLE. The TMLE of Ψ(P0) is the plug-in estimator ψ
∗
n = Ψ(P
∗
n) =
∫
p∗2n dµ. It is
easily verified that the universal least favorable submodel pǫ = p exp(
∫ ǫ
0 D
∗(px)dx)
is such that log pǫ is twice differentiable in ǫ. Therefore we can carry out the general
proof in the Appendix A establishing that ǫn = OP (n
−1/4−α(d)/2).
Efficiency of HAL-TMLE and CV-HAL-TMLE: Application of Theorem
1 shows that Ψ(P ∗n) is asymptotically efficient, where one can either choose the
HAL-MLE with fixed index C implied by Cu or one can set C = Cn equal to
cross-validation selector defined above.
Finite sample conservative confidence interval: Let’s first consider the
exact finite sample conservative confidence interval presented in (13). For this we
need bounds M3, M1 on the sectional variation norm of D
∗(P ) = 2p − Ψ(p) and
L(p) = −2p + Ψ(p), respectively. These bounds will thus be identical: M3 = M1.
We have that M1 = supp∈M ‖ L(p) ‖∗v= 2Cu. (13) tells us that | n1/2(ψ1n −Ψ(P0)) |
is dominated by the distribution of Z+n = 4C
u ‖ n1/2(P¯n − P¯0) ‖∞, where P¯ (u) =
P ([u, τ ]) =
∫
[u,τ ] dP (s) is the probability that O ∈ [u, τ ] under P . Estimation of the
sampling distribution of n1/2(P¯n−P¯0) with the bootstrap distribution n1/2(P¯#n −P¯n)
results then in Z+,#n and corresponding finite sample conservative 0.95-confidence
interval, which can also be used for Ψ(P ∗n). In the previous example, this confidence
interval appeared to be much too conservative to be practically useful, but in this
example, since our bound on R20(P,P0) is sharp and the sectional variation norm
bounds M1 = M3 = 2C
u are easily determined in terms of the sectional variation
norm bound Cu of the model, this appears to be an interesting finite sample conser-
vative confidence interval. We propose to apply this confidence interval to Cu = Cn
and the corresponding bounds M1n =M3n = 2Cn.
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Asymptotic validity of the nonparametric bootstrap for the HAL-MLE
Theorem 3: As remarked in the previous example, computation of the HAL-
MLE p#n = argmin‖p‖∗v≤C,p≪pn P
#
n L(p) is much faster than the computation of
pn = argmin‖p‖∗v≤Cu PnL(p), due to only having to minimize the empirical risk
over the bootstrap sample over the linear combinations of indicator functions that
had non-zero coefficients in pn. The conditions for our asymptotic consistency of the
nonparametric bootstrap of Theorem 3 hold, as we show now. We have P0L(P ) −
P0L(P0) =
∫
(p − p0)2dµ and thus P0R2,L(P,P0) =
∫
(p − p0)2dµ. It easily follows
that P0(L(P )−L(P0))2 can be bounded by P0R2,L(P,P0). We now have to establish
the second-order exact expansion for dn(P
#∗
n , P ∗n) = PnL(P
#∗
n )−PnL(P ∗n). We have
dn(P
#∗
n , P
∗
n) = Pn{L(P#∗n )− L(P ∗n)}
= Pn{−2(p#∗n − p∗n) +
∫
p#∗2n dµ−
∫
p∗2n dµ
= Pn{−2(p#∗n − p∗n) +
∫
(p#∗n − p∗n)(p#∗n + p∗n)dµ
= Pn{(−2 + 2p∗n)(p#∗n − p∗n)dµ
=
∫
(p#∗n − p∗n)2dµ
Thus, PnR2,L(P
#∗
n , P ∗n) =
∫
(p#∗n − p∗n)2dµ. Clearly, Pn(L(P#∗n ) − L(P ∗n))2 can be
bounded by PnR2,L(P
#∗
n , P ∗n). Application of Theorem 3 now shows that
∫
(p#n −
pn)
2dµ = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)).
Preservation of rate for HAL-TMLE under sampling from Pn: We can
carry out the general proof in the Appendix C establishing that ǫ#n = OP (n
−1/4−α(d)/2).
Asymptotic consistency of the bootstrap for the HAL-TMLE: This
verifies all conditions of Theorem 4 which establishes the asymptotic efficiency and
asymptotic consistency of the nonparametric bootstrap.
Theorem 10 Consider the model M defined by upper and lower bound M < ∞,
δ ≥ 0 on the densities on support [0, τ ], and the assumption that the sectional
variation norm of the densities over [0, τ ] is bounded by Cu <∞.
We have that Ψ(P ∗n) is asymptotically efficient, i.e. n
1/2(Ψ(P ∗n) − Ψ(P0)) ⇒d
N(0, σ20), where σ
2
0 = P0{D∗(P0)}2.
In addition, conditional on (Pn : n ≥ 1), Z1,#n = n1/2(Ψ(P#∗n ) − Ψ(P ∗n)) ⇒d
N(0, σ20).
This theorem can also be applied to the setting in which Cu = Cn.
Asymptotic consistency of the bootstrap for the exact second-order
expansion of HAL-TMLE:We have n1/2(Ψ(P ∗n)−Ψ(P0)) = n1/2(Pn−P0)D∗(P ∗n)−
n1/2
∫
(p∗n−p0)2dµ. Let Z2,#n be the nonparametric bootstrap estimator of this exact
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second-order expansion:
Z2,#n = n
1/2(P#n − Pn)D∗(P#∗n )− n1/2
∫
(p#∗n − p∗n)2dµ.
In addition, consider the upper bound:
| n1/2(Ψ(P ∗n)−Ψ(P0)) |≤| n1/2(Pn − P0)D∗(P ∗n) | +
∫
(p∗n − p0)2dµ.
Let Z3,#n be the nonparametric bootstrap estimator of this conservative sampling
distribution:
Z3,#n ≡| n1/2(P#n − Pn)D∗(P#∗n ) | +n1/2
∫
(p#∗n − p∗n)2dµ.
Application of Theorems 5 and 7 prove the asymptotic consistency of these two
nonparametric bootstrap distributions.
Theorem 11 We have that conditional on (Pn : n ≥ 1), Zj,#n ⇒d N(0, σ20) as
n → ∞, j = 2, 3. As a consequence, an 0.95-confidence interval for ψ0 based on
Z2,#n and Z
3,#
n have asymptotic coverage 0.95 of ψ0. This theorem can also be applied
to setting in which Cu = Cn.
Finally, we remark that our HAL-MLE is really indexed by the hypothesized
model bounds (Cu, δ,M) and these might all three be unknown to the user. So
in that case, we recommend to select all three with the cross-validation selector
(Cn, δn,Mn) and define the HAL TMLE and bootstrap of the HAL-TMLE at this
fixed choice (Cn, δn,Mn).
6 Discussion
In parametric models and, more generally, in models small enough so that the MLE
is still well behaved, one can use the nonparametric bootstrap to estimate the sam-
pling distribution of the MLE. It is generally understood that in these small models
the nonparametric bootstrap outperforms estimating the sampling distribution with
a normal distribution (e.g., with variance estimated as the sample variance of the
influence curve of the MLE), by picking up the higher order behavior of the MLE,
if asymptotics has not set in yet. In such small models, reasonable sample sizes
already achieve the normal approximation in which case the Wald type confidence
intervals will perform well. Generally speaking, the nonparametric bootstrap is a
valid method when the estimator is a compactly differentiable function of the empir-
ical measure, such as the Kaplan-Meier estimator (i.e., one can apply the functional
delta-method to analyze such estimators) (Gill, 1989; van der Vaart and Wellner,
1996). These are estimators that essentially do not use smoothing of any sort.
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On the other hand, efficient estimation of a pathwise differentiable target pa-
rameter in large realistic models generally requires estimation of the data density,
and thereby machine learning such as super-learning to estimate the relevant parts
of the data distribution. Therefore, efficient one-step estimators or TMLEs are not
compactly differentiable functions of the data distribution. Due to this reason, we
moved away from using the nonparametric bootstrap to estimate its sampling distri-
bution, since it represents a generally inconsistent method (e.g., a cross-validation
selector behaves very differently under sampling from the empirical distribution than
under sampling from the true data distribution). Instead we estimated the normal
limit distribution by estimating the variance of the influence curve of the estimator.
Such an influence curve based method is asymptotically consistent and there-
fore results in asymptotically valid 0.95-confidence intervals. However, in such large
models the nuisance parameter estimators will converge at low rates (like n−1/4 or
lower) with large constants depending on the size of the model, so that for normal
sample sizes the exact second-order remainder could be easily larger than the lead-
ing empirical process term with its normal limit distribution. So one has to pay
a significant price for using the computationally attractive influence curve based
confidence intervals, by generally reporting overly optimistic confidence intervals.
That is, for small models the bootstrap is available but not that important since
estimators will quickly achieve asymptotics, while in large models it appears to not
be available even though it is crucial since estimators generally achieve asymptotics
for very large sample sizes. One might argue that one should use a smooth bootstrap
instead by sampling from an estimator of the density of the data distribution. Gen-
eral results show that such a smooth bootstrap method will be asymptotically valid
as long as the density estimator is consistent. This is like carrying out a simulation
study for the estimator in question using an estimator of the true data distribution
as sampling distribution. However, estimation of the actual density of the data
distribution is itself a very hard problem, with bias heavily affected by the curse
of dimensionality, and, in addition, it can be immensely burdensome to construct
such a density estimator and sample from it when the data is complex and high
dimensional.
As demonstrated in this article, the HAL-MLE provided a solution to this bottle-
neck. The HAL-MLE(Cu) of the nuisance parameter is an actual MLE minimizing
the empirical risk over a highly nonparametric parameter space (depending on the
model M) in which it is assumed that the sectional variation norm of the nuisance
parameter is bounded by universal constant Cu. This MLE is still well behaved by
being consistent at a rate that is in the worst case still faster than n−1/4. However,
this MLE is not an interior MLE, but will be on the edge of its parameter space: the
MLE will itself have sectional variation norm equal to the maximal allowed value
Cu. Nonetheless, our analysis shows that it is still a smooth enough function of the
data (while not being compactly differentiable at all) that it is equally well behaved
under sampling from the empirical distribution.
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As a consequence of this robust behavior of the HAL-MLE, for models in which
the nuisance parameters of interest are cadlag functions with a universally bounded
sectional variation norm (beyond possible other assumptions), we presented asymp-
totically consistent estimators of the sampling distribution of the HAL-TMLE and
HAL-one step estimator of the target parameter of interest using the nonparametric
bootstrap. Our proposals range from a bootstrap estimator of the HAL-TMLE it-
self, a bootstrap estimator of the exact second-order expansion of the HAL-TMLE,
and two bootstrap estimators of conservative upper bounds on the exact second-
order expansion of the HAL-TMLE. In addition, we presented a highly conservative
finite sample sampling distribution based on applying general integration by parts
formulas to the leading empirical process term and a conservative bound of the ex-
act second-order remainder. We also provided slight variations of these proposals,
corresponding with the HAL-one step estimator.
Our estimators of the sampling distribution are highly sensitive to the curse of
dimensionality, just as the sampling distribution of the HAL-TMLE itself: specifi-
cally, the HAL-MLE on a bootstrap sample will converge just as slowly to its truth
as under sampling from the true distribution. Therefore, in high dimensional estima-
tion problems, we expect highly significant gains in valid inference relative to Wald
type confidence intervals that are purely based on the normal limit distribution of
the HAL-TMLE.
In general, the user will typically not know how to select the upper bound Cu
on the sectional variation norm of the nuisance parameters (except if the nuisance
parameters are cumulative distribution functions). Therefore, we recommend to
select this bound with cross-validation just as we use cross-validation to select the
sectional variation norm bound in the HAL-MLE. Due to the oracle inequality for
the cross-validation selector Cn (which only relies on a bound on the supremum norm
of the loss function), the data adaptively selected upper bound will be selected larger
than the true sectional variation norm C0 of the nuisance parameters (Q0, G0, as
sample size increases. Therefore, our bootstrap estimators will still be guaranteed
to be consistent for its normal limit distribution while incorporating its higher order
behavior.
For small sample sizes, one would most likely select a bound smaller than the
sectional variation norm of the true nuisance parameter (optimally trading off bias
and variance of the HAL-MLE), and as sample size increases it will get larger and
larger till at some large enough sample size it will plateau, having reached the sec-
tional variation norm of the true nuisance parameter. The advantage of this data
adaptive choice of the bound is that our resulting bootstrap inference will have
adapted to the true underlying sectional variation norm once it has reached that
plateaux. The disadvantage is that for small sample size the selected model (im-
plied by the selected bound) might be smaller than a model containing the true data
distribution, so that our bootstrap methods might still be optimistic for such small
sample sizes. Nonetheless, it will evaluate the finite sample sampling distribution
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of the HAL-TMLE (relative to its truth under Pn satisfying this same bound) in a
correctly specified model (just too small model). In particular, it still has the same
first order behavior as the sampling distribution of the actual HAL-TMLE (using
cross-validation to select the bound), but it may underestimate its higher order be-
havior. In these settings there is still use for our conservative sampling distributions
whose conservative nature might outweigh the potential underestimation of uncer-
tainty due to a selecting a bound smaller than the true sectional variation norm of
the nuisance parameter. Simulations will likely shed light on this.
The sectional variation norm plays a fundamental role in this work. The sec-
tional variation norm of a function can be interpreted as a measure of complexity
or smoothness of the function: it represents the sum of the absolute value of the
coefficients in our integral presentation (3) of the function as an infinite linear combi-
nation of indicator basis functions. The sectional variation norm of the true nuisance
parameter such as a regression function can be viewed as a general measure of degree
of sparsity. For example, a regression function of d variables that is a sum of func-
tions of maximally three variables has a sectional variation norm that behaves as d3
instead of the worst case behavior 2d. This definition of degree of sparsity (i.e., the
true function has a certain sectional variation norm) is not dependent on a choice of
a main term regression model as in the typical Lasso literature (far from a saturated
model). The HAL-MLE and HAL-TMLE using cross-validation to select the sec-
tional variation norm bounds will adapt to this underlying sparsity and so will our
inference for the target parameter using this selected bound as fixed in the bootstrap
of the corresponding HAL-TMLE. This demonstrates the enormous importance of
this measure of sparsity for the behavior of the cross-validated HAL-TMLE (and
HAL-MLE).
Presumably, by selecting another basis and corresponding function representa-
tion, one could also define sparsity as the sum of the absolute value of the coefficients
of these basis functions in its representation. Possible advantages of the indicator
basis and its representation (3) is that it allows approximation of discontinuous
functions; it it easy to determine the subset of indicator basis functions that are
relevant for the given sample, making the implementation of HAL-MLE doable; and
the HAL-MLE has good convergence properties, and is highly robust (as shown by
our bootstrap results), which might not be available for many other basis choices.
The latter appears to be due to the feature of the collection of indicator basis func-
tion in that it represents a Donsker class, while many other choices of basis functions
cannot be embedded in a Donsker class (e.g. Fourrier series). Therefore, we wonder
if the indicator basis and its function representation (3) is a particular powerful (and
possibly unique) choice for defining a measure of complexity of a true parameter,
bounding the model accordingly, defining an MLE of the nuisance parameters for
such a model, selecting the bound with cross-validation, and using the nonpara-
metric bootstrap to estimate the sampling distribution of its corresponding TMLE
treating the selected bound as fixed, for the sake of inference as carried out in this
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article.
This article focused on a HAL-TMLE that represents the statistical target pa-
rameter Ψ(P ) as a function Ψ(Q1(P ), . . . , QK1(P )) of variation independent nui-
sance parameters (Q1, . . . , QK1). In some examples it has important advantages to
represent Ψ(P ) in terms of recursively defined nuisance parameters. For example,
the longitudinal one-step TMLE of causal effects of multiple time point interventions
in (Gruber and van der Laan, 2012a; Petersen et al., 2013) relies on a sequential re-
gression representation of the target parameter (Bang and Robins, 2005). In this
case, the next regression is defined as the regression of the previous regression on a
shrinking history, across a number of regressions, one for each time point at which
an intervention takes place. By fitting each of these sequential regressions with an
HAL-regression we obtain the analogue of the HAL-TMLE for this sequential regres-
sion type TMLE. Our convergence results for the HAL-MLE and the bootstrapped
HAL-MLE can be applied to these HAL-MLEs of each regression, in which case the
outcome is the HAL-MLE fit of the previous regression. Some additional work will
be needed to deal with the dependence on the previous regression to analyze this
type of sequential HAL-TMLE, but we conjecture that the nonparametric bootstrap
will be valid for this type of non-variation independent HAL-TMLE as well.
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Appendix.
A Proof that the one-step TMLE Q∗n preserves rate of
convergence of Qn
The following lemma establishes that the one-step TMLE Q∗n = Qn,ǫn preserves the
rate of convergence of Qn, where Qǫ is a univariate local least favorable submodel
through Q at ǫ = 0. Recall the notation L1(Q1, Q2) = L1(Q1)− L1(Q2).
Lemma 4 Assume ǫ→ L1(Qn,ǫ) be differentiable with a uniformly bounded deriva-
tive on an interval ǫ ∈ (−δ, δ) for some δ > 0. Define ǫ0n = argminǫ P0L1(Qn,ǫ),
ǫn = argminǫ PnL1(Qn,ǫ), and assume the weak regularity condition
ǫ0n = OP (d
1/2
01 (Qn, Q0)). (25)
Then,
d01(Q
∗
n, Q0) ≤ d01(Qn, Q0) +OP (n−1/2−α(d)). (26)
Specifically,
d01(Q
∗
n, Q0) ≤ d01(Qn, Q0)− (Pn − P0)L1(Qn,ǫ0n , Q0).
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This also proves that the K-th step TMLE using a finite K (uniform in n) num-
ber of iterations satisfies d01(Q
∗
n, Q0) ≤ d01(Qn, Q0) + OP (n−1/2−α(d)). So if rn =
PnD
∗(Qn,ǫn, Gn) is not yet oP (n
−1/2), then one should consider a K-th step TMLE
to guarantee that rn is small enough to be neglected (we know that the fully iterated
TMLE will solve PnD
∗(Q∗n, Gn) = 0, but this one is harder to analyze).
Proof of Lemma 4: Using the MLE properties of ǫ0n and Qn, subsequently, we
obtain
P0L1(Q
∗
n)− P0L1(Q0) = {P0L1(Qn,ǫn)− P0L1(Qn,ǫ0n)}+ {P0L1(Qn,ǫ0n)− P0L1(Qn)}
+{P0L1(Qn)− P0L1(Q0)}
≤ P0L1(Qn,ǫ0n , Qn) + P0L1(Qn, Q0)
= (P0 − Pn)L1(Qn,ǫ0n , Qn) + PnL1(Qn,ǫ0n , Qn) + d01(Qn, Q0)
≤ −(Pn − P0)L1(Qn,ǫ0n , Qn) + d01(Qn, Q0)
An exact first order Tailor expansion f(ǫ0n) − f(0) = ddξf(ξ)ǫ0n for a ξ between 0
and ǫ0n applied to f(ǫ) = L1(Qn,ǫ) yields:
L1(Qn,ǫ0n)− L1(Qn) = ǫ0n
d
dξ
L1(Qn,ξ).
Using that ǫ0n converges as fast to zero as d01(Qn, Q0) and that (Pn−P0)L1(Qn,ǫ0n , Q0)
is an evaluation of an empirical process indexed by the Donsker class of cadlag func-
tions with sectional variation norm bounded by universal M1, we obtain (Pn −
P0)L1(Qn,ǫ0n , Qn) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)), analogue to the proof of this rate of conver-
gence for the HAL-MLE. So we have
d01(Q
∗
n, Q0) ≤ d01(Qn, Q0) +OP (n−1/2−α(d)).
✷
B Asymptotic convergence of bootstrapped HAL-MLE:
Proof of Theorem 3.
Consider a given set A of possible values for (s, us), where s is a subset of {1, . . . ,m}
and us is a value in [0s, τs]. Let Dm,Cl,Cu [0, τ ] = {f ∈ D[0, τ ] : Cl ≤‖ f ‖∗v≤ Cu} be
the set of m-variate real valued cadlag functions on [0, τ ] with sectional variation
norm between C l and Cu. Let C l < Cu. Consider the case that the parameter space
Q(M) of Q(P ) = argminQ∈Q(M) PL1(Q) is given by
FnpA ≡ {F ∈ Dm,Cl,Cu[0, τ ] : dFs(us) = I(s,us)∈AdFs(us)}. (27)
Here we use the short-hand notation g(x) = Ix∈Ag(x) to state that g(x) = 0 for
x 6∈ A. Recall that each function F ∈ Dm,Cl,Cu [0, τ ] can be represented as F (x) =
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F (0) +
∑
s⊂{1,...,m}
∫
(0s,xs]
dFs(us), while ‖ F ‖∗v=| F (0) | +
∑
s⊂{1,...,m}
∫
(0s,τs]
|
dFs(us) |. We also consider the case that the parameter space Q(M) equals
Fnp+A ≡ {F ∈ Dm,Cl,Cu [0, τ ] : dFs(us) = I(s,us)∈AdFs(us), dFs(us) ≥ 0, F (0) ≥ 0}.
(28)
For this case, we allow that C l = Cu. If we select A is unrestricted, then FnpA
is the set of all m-variate cadlag functions with sectional variation norm bounded
by (C l, Cu), and Fnp+A is the set of non-negative monotone functions with positive
total mass between C l and Cu (i.e.,we obtain a set of cumulative distributions if
C l = Cu = 1). So the set A indicates that dFs(us) is only non-zero for (s, us) ∈ A
and thereby restricts the set of possible functions in the parameter space.
In our model defined in Section 2 we assumed that each component of Q and G
has its own loss and such a parameter space, and the HAL-MLE can be computed
separately for each of these components. Thus, by applying our results below to
each component of Q and G separately with L1(Q) replaced by its loss function,
Qn and Q
#
n replaced by its HAL-MLE and HAL-MLE applied to bootstrap sample,
respectively, one obtains the desired result for each component.
The next Theorem 12 shows that dn1(Q
#
n , Qn) = Pn{L1(Q#n ) − L1(Qn)} con-
verges at rate n−1/2−α(d) and that this empirical loss-based dissimilarity dn1(Q
#
n , Qn)
dominates a quadratic dissimilarity (making it equally powerful as d01(Qn, Q0)).
Theorem 12 Recall Definition 1 of Q ≪ Qn. Let Qn = argminQ∈Q(M PnL1(Q),
Q#n = argminQ∈Q(M),Q≪Qn P
#
n L1(Q) be the HAL-MLE and HAL-MLE on the boot-
strap sample, respectively, where Q(M) either equals FnpA (27) or Fnp+A (28). Ei-
ther assume ‖ Qn ‖∗v= Cu or assume that ‖ Q#n ‖∗v≤‖ Qn ‖∗v (and ‖ Qn ‖∗v> C l if
C l < Cu), conditional on (Pn : n ≥ 1).
Let PnR2L1,n(Q
#
n , Qn) be defined by
Pn{L1(Q#n )− L1(Qn)} = Pn
d
dQn
L1(Qn)(Q
#
n −Qn) + PnR2L1,n(Q#n , Qn).
We have Pn
d
dQn
L1(Qn)(Q
#
n −Qn) ≥ 0 so that
dn1(Q
#
n , Qn) ≥ PnR2L1,n(Q#n , Qn).
Thus, if
Pn{L1(Q#n )− L1(Qn)}2 . PnR2L1,n(Q#n , Qn),
then
Pn{L1(Q#n )− L1(Qn)}2 . dn1(Q#n , Qn). (29)
Suppose the latter (29) holds. By Lemma 5 below, then
dn1(Q
#
n , Qn) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)).
This, on its turn then implies PnR2L1,n(Q
#
n , Qn) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)).
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In order to provide the reader a concrete example, we provide here the corollary
for the squared error loss.
Corollary 1 Consider definition and assumptions of Theorem 12. Suppose that
L1(Q)(O) = (Y −Q(X))2 is the squared error loss. Then, we have
dn1(Q
#
n , Qn) ≥ Pn(Q#n −Qn)2.
Since Pn{L1(Q#n )−L1(Qn)}2 . Pn(Q#n−Qn)2, this implies Pn{L1(Q#n )−L1(Qn)}2 .
dn1(Q
#
n , Qn). By Lemma 5, this shows
dn1(Q
#
n , Qn) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)).
This, on its turn then implies Pn(Q
#
n −Qn)2 = OP (n−1/2−α(d)).
To prove Theorem 12, we first present the following straightforward lemma,
which follows immediately by just imitating the proof of the convergence of the HAL-
MLE Qn itself but now under sampling from Pn. Here one uses that P
#
n L1(Q
#
n )−
P#n L1(Qn) ≤ 0, since Qn is an element of the parameter space over which Q#n
minimizes P#n L1(Q).
Lemma 5 Consider the above setting. We have
0 ≤ dn1(Q#n , Qn) ≡ Pn{L1(Q#n )− L1(Qn)}
= −(P#n − Pn){L1(Q#n )− L1(Qn)}+ P#n {L1(Q#n )− L1(Qn)}
≤ −(P#n − Pn){L1(Q#n )− L1(Qn)}. (30)
As a consequence, by empirical process theory (van der Vaart and Wellner, 2011),
we have dn1(Q
#
n , Qn) = PnL1(Q
#
n ) − PnL1(Qn) is OP (n−1/2), and if ‖ L1(Q#n ) −
L1(Qn) ‖2Pn. dn1(Q
#
n , Qn), then we have dn1(Q
#
n , Qn) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)).
Proof of Theorem 12: We first prove the results for the general loss function,
and subsequently, we will consider the special case that L1(Q) is the squared error
loss. Consider the h-specific path
Qhn,ǫ(x) = (1 + ǫh(0))Qn(0) +
∑
s
∫
(0s,xs]
(1 + ǫhs(us))dQn,s(us))
for ǫ ∈ [0, δ) for some δ > 0, where h is uniformly bounded, and, if C l < Cu,
r(h,Qn) ≡ h(0) | Qn(0) | +
∑
s
∫
(0s,τs]
hs(us) | dQn,s(us) |≤ 0,
while if C l = Cu, then r(h,Qn) = 0. Let H = {h : r(h,Qn) ≤ 0, ‖ h ‖∞< ∞} be
the set of possible functions h(i.e., functions of s, us), which defines a collection of
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paths {Qhn,ǫ : ǫ} indexed by h ∈ H. Consider a given h ∈ H and let’s denote this
path with Qn,ǫ, suppressing the dependence on h in the notation. For ǫ ≥ 0 small
enough we have (1 + ǫh(0)) > 0 and 1 + ǫhs(us) > 0. Thus, for ǫ ≥ small enough
we have
‖ Qn,ǫ ‖∗v = (1 + ǫh(0)) | Qn(0) | +
∑
s
∫
(0s,τs]
(1 + ǫhs(us)) | dQn,s(us) |
= ‖ Qn ‖∗v +ǫ
{
h(0) | Qn(0) | +
∑
s
∫
(0s,τs]
hs(us) | dQn,s(us) |
}
= ‖ Qn ‖∗v +ǫr(h,Qn)
≤ ‖ Qn ‖∗v,
by assumption that r(h,Qn) ≤ 0. If C l = Cu and thus r(h,Qn) = 0, then the above
shows ‖ Qn,ǫ ‖∗v=‖ Qn ‖∗v. Thus, for a small enough δ > 0 {Qn,ǫ : 0 ≤ ǫ < δ}
represents a path of cadlag functions with sectional variation norm bounded from
below by C l and smaller than or equal to ‖ Qn ‖∗v≤ Cu. In addition, we have that
dQn,s(us) = 0 implies (1 + ǫhs(us))dQn,s(us) = 0 so that the support of Qn,ǫ is
included in the support A of Qn as defined by FnpA . Thus, this proves that for δ > 0
small enough this path {Qn,ǫ : 0 ≤ ǫ ≤ δ} is indeed a submodel of the parameter
space of Q, defined as FnpA or Fnp+A .
We also have that
Qn,ǫ −Qn = ǫ
{
Qn(0)h(0) +
∑
s
∫
(0s,xs]
hs(us)dQn,s(us)
}
.
Thus, this path generates a direction f(h,Qn) at ǫ = 0 given by:
d
dǫ
Qn,ǫ = f(h,Qn) ≡ Qn(0)h(0) +
∑
s
∫
(0s,xs]
hs(us)dQn,s(us).
Let S ≡ {f(h,Qn) : h ∈ H} be the collection of directions generated by our family
of paths. By definition of the MLE Qn, we also have that ǫ→ PnL1(Qn,ǫ) is minimal
over [0, δ) at ǫ = 0. This shows that the derivative of PnL1(Qn,ǫ) from the right at
ǫ = 0 is non-negative:
d
dǫ+
PnL1(Qn,ǫ) ≥ 0 at ǫ = 0.
This derivative is given by Pn
d
dQn
L1(Qn)(f(h,Qn)), where d/dQnL1(Qn)(f(h,Qn))
is the directional (Gateaux) derivative of Q→ L1(Q) at Qn in in direction f(h,Qn).
Thus for each h ∈ H, we have
Pn
d
dQn
L1(Qn)(f(h,Qn)) ≥ 0.
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Suppose that
Q#n −Qn ∈ S = {f(h,Qn) : h ∈ H}. (31)
Then, we have
Pn
d
dQn
L1(Qn)(Q
#
n −Qn) ≥ 0.
Combined with the stated second-order Tailor expansion of PnL1(Q) at Q = Qn
with exact second-order remainder PnR2L1,n(Q
#
n , Qn), this proves
Pn{L1(Q#n )− L1(Qn)} ≥ PnR2L1,n(Q#n , Qn).
Thus it remains to show (31).
In order to prove (31), let’s solve explicitly for h so that Q#n − Qn = f(h,Qn)
and then verify that h ∈ H satisfies its assumed constraints (i.e., r(h,Qn) ≤ 0 if
C l < Cu or r(h,Qn) = 0 if C
l = Cu, and h is uniformly bounded). We have
Q#n −Qn = Q#n (0) −Qn(0) +
∑
s
∫
(0s,xs]
d(Q#n,s − dQn,s)(us)
= Q#n (0) −Qn(0) +
∑
s
∫
(0s,xs]
d(Q#n,s − dQn,s)
dQn,s
dQn,s(us),
where we used that Q#n,s ≪ Qn,s for each subset s. Let h(Q#n , Qn) be defined by
h(Q#n , Qn)(0) = (Q
#
n (0)−Qn(0))/Qn(0)
hs(Q
#
n , Qn) =
d(Q#n,s − dQn,s)
dQn,s
for all subsets s.
For this choice h(Q#n , Qn), we have f(h,Qn) = Q
#
n − Qn. First, consider the case
Q(M) = FnpA or Q(M) = Fnp+A , butC l < Cu. We now need to verify if r(h,Qn) ≤ 0
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for this choice h = h(Q#n , Qn). We have
r(h,Qn) =
Q#n (0)−Qn(0)
Qn(0)
| Qn(0) | +
∑
s
∫
(0s,τs]
dQ#n,s − dQn,s
dQn,s
| dQn,s |
= I(Qn(0) > 0){Q#n (0)−Qn(0)} + I(Qn(0) ≤ 0){Qn(0)−Q#n (0)}
+
∑
s
∫
(0s,τs]
I(dQn,s ≥ 0)d(Q#n,s − dQn,s)
+
∑
s
∫
(0s,τs]
I(dQn,s < 0)d(Qn,s −Q#n,s)
= − ‖ Qn ‖∗v +Q#n (0){I(Qn(0) > 0)− I(Qn(0) ≤ 0)}
+
∑
s
∫
(0s,τs]
{I(dQn,s ≥ 0)− I(dQn,s ≤ 0}dQ#n,s
≤ − ‖ Qn ‖∗v + | Q#n (0) | +
∑
s
∫
(0s,τs]
| dQ#n,s(us) |
= − ‖ Qn ‖∗v + ‖ Q#n ‖∗v
≤ 0,
since ‖ Q#n ‖∗v≤‖ Qn ‖∗v , by assumption. Thus, this proves that indeed r(h,Qn) ≤ 0
and thus that Q#n − Qn ∈ S. Consider now the case that Q(M) = Fnp+A and
C l = Cu. Then ‖ Qn ‖∗v=‖ Q#n ‖∗v= Cu. We now need to show that r(h,Qn) = 0
for this choice h = h(Q#n , Qn). We now use the same three equalities as above, but
now use that dQn,s(us) ≥ 0 and Qn(0) ≥ 0, by definition of Fnp+A , which then shows
r(h,Qn) = 0. This proves (31) and thereby Theorem 12.
Consider now the squared error loss L1(Q) = (Y −Q(X))2. Then,
dn1(Q
#
n , Qn) =
1
n
∑
i
{2YiQn(Xi)− 2YiQ#n (Xi) +Q#2n (Xi)−Q2n(Xi)}
=
1
n
∑
i
{2(Qn −Q#n )(Xi)Yi +Q#2n (Xi)−Q2n(Xi)}
=
1
n
∑
i
{2(Qn −Q#n )(Xi)(Yi −Qn(Xi))
+2(Qn −Q#n )Qn(Xi) +Q#2n (Xi)−Q2n(Xi)}
=
1
n
∑
i
2(Qn −Q#n )(Xi)(Yi −Qn(Xi)) +
1
n
∑
i
(Qn −Q#n )2(Xi).
Note that the first term corresponds with Pn
d
dQn
L1(Qn)(Q
#
n −Qn) and the second-
order term with PnR2L1,n(Q
#
n , Qn), where R2L1,n(Q
#
n , Qn) = (Q
#
n −Qn)2. We want
to show that 1n
∑
i 2(Qn −Q#n )(Xi)(Yi −Qn(Xi)) ≥ 0. The general equation above
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Pn
d
dQn
L1(Qn)(f(h,Qn)) ≥ 0 corresponds for the squared error loss with:
−2 1
n
∑
i
f(h,Qn)(Yi −Qn(Xi)) ≥ 0.
As we showed in general above we have that f(h,Qn) can be chosen to be equal to
Q#n −Qn. So this proves that n−1
∑
i(Q
#
n −Qn)(Xi)(Yi−Qn(Xi)) ≤ 0. This proves
the desired result for the squared error loss. Specifically,
dn1(Q
#
n , Qn) ≥ Pn(Qn −Q#n )2.
Clearly, Pn{L1(Q#n )− L1(Qn)}2 ≤ CPn(Q#n −Qn)2 ≤ Cdn1(Q#n , Qn) for some C <
∞. Lemma 5 now shows
dn1(Q
#
n , Qn) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)).
This completes the proof of Theorem 12 and its corollary for the squared error loss.
✷
We now prove Lemma 3.
Lemma 6 Suppose that
∫
f2ndPn = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)) and we know that ‖ fn ‖∗v< M
for some M <∞. Then ∫ f2ndP0 = OP (n−1/2−α(d)).
Proof: We have∫
f2ndP0 = −
∫
f2nd(Pn − P0) +
∫
f2ndPn
= −
∫
f2nd(Pn − P0) +OP (n−1/2−α(d)).
We have
∫
f2nd(Pn − P0) = OP (n−1/2). This proves that
∫
f2ndP0 = OP (n
−1/2).
By asymptotic equicontinuity of the empirical process indexed by cadlag func-
tions with uniformly bounded sectional variation norm, it follows now also that∫
f2nd(Pn − P0) = OP (n−1/2−α(d)). Thus, this proves that indeed that
∫
f2ndP0 =
OP (n
−1/2−α(d)) follows from
∫
f2ndPn = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)). ✷
C Preservation of rate of one-step TMLE Qn,ǫn under
sampling from Pn
As the following proof demonstrates, if ǫ → L1(Qǫ) is twice differentiable, and the
minima ǫ˜#n of PnL1(Q
#
n,ǫ) and ǫ
#
0,n of P0L1(Q
#
n,ǫ) are interior minima with derivative
equal to zero, then d01(Q
#
n,ǫ#n
, Q0) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)), showing that indeed the one-
step TMLE Qn,ǫn also preserves the rate of convergence of the HAL-MLE under
sampling from Pn.
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Recall that supǫ ‖ Qǫ ‖∗v< C ‖ Q ‖∗v for some C <∞ so that the least favorable
submodel preserves the bound on the sectional variation norm.
We define
ǫ#n = argminǫ
P#n L1(Q
#
n,ǫ)
ǫ˜#n = argminǫ
PnL1(Q
#
n,ǫ).
Under a weak regularity condition, we have | ǫ#n − ǫ˜#n |= OP (n−1/2). Specifically,
this can be shown as follows.
0 ≤ PnL1(Q#
n,ǫ#n
)− PnL1(Q#
n,ǫ˜#n
)
= (Pn − P#n )L1(Q#n,ǫ#n , Q
#
n,ǫ˜#n
)
+P#n L1(Q
#
n,ǫ#n
, Q#
n,ǫ˜#n
)
≤ −(P#n − Pn)L1(Q#n,ǫ#n , Q
#
n,ǫ˜#n
).
The last term is a bootstrapped empirical process which is thus OP (n
−1/2). An
exact first order Tailor expansion at ǫ˜#n allows us to write the last term as a (P
#
n −
Pn)f
#
n (ǫ
#
n − ǫ˜#n ) for a specified function fn. A second-order Tailor expansion at
ǫ˜#n of the left-hand side of this inequality and using that the first derivative at
ǫ˜#n is zero (since it is a minimum) shows that the left-hand side is a quadratic
term behaving as (ǫ#n − ǫ˜#n )2. Since (P#n − Pn)f#n = OP (n−1/2), this proves that
| ǫ#n − ǫ˜#n |2= OP (n−1/2 | ǫ#n − ǫ˜#n |), and thus | ǫ#n − ǫ˜#n |= OP (n−1/2).
Let ǫ#0,n = argminǫ P0L1(Q
#
n,ǫ). Under a weak regularity condition, we also have
ǫ˜#n − ǫ#0,n = OP (n−1/2). This is shown similarly:
0 ≤ P0L1(Q#
n,ǫ˜#n
)− P0L1(Q#
n,ǫ#0,n
)
= (P0 − Pn)L1(Q#
n,ǫ˜#n
, Q#
n,ǫ#0,n
) + PnL1(Q
#
n,ǫ˜#n
, Q#
n,ǫ#0,n
)
≤ −(Pn − P0)L1(Q#
n,ǫ˜#n
, Q#
n,ǫ#0,n
).
The last term is an empirical process which is thus OP (n
−1/2). An exact first order
Tailor expansion allows us to write the last term as (Pn−P0)f#n (ǫ˜#n −ǫ#0,n). A second-
order Tailor expansion at ǫ#0,n of the left-hand side of this inequality and using that
the first derivative at the minimum ǫ#0,n equals zero shows that the left-hand side
is a quadratic term behaving as (ǫ˜#n − ǫ#0,n)2. Since (Pn − P0)f#n = OP (n−1/2), this
proves that indeed | ǫ˜#n − ǫ#0,n |= OP (n−1/2).
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We will now bound d01(Q
#
n,ǫ˜#n
, Q0), where we use the latter | ǫ˜#n − ǫ#0,n |=
OP (n
−1/2), and, combined with ǫ#n − ǫ˜#n = OP (n−1/2) this will give the desired
result for d01(Q
#
n,ǫ#n
, Q0). Using that ǫ
#
0,n minimizes P0L1(Q
#
n,ǫ) and ǫ˜
#
n minimizes
PnL1(Q
#
n,ǫ) provides us with the following two subsequent inequalities:
0 ≤ P0L1(Q#
n,ǫ˜#n
)− P0L1(Q0)
= P0L1(Q
#
n,ǫ˜#n
, Q#
n,ǫ#0,n
)
+P0L1(Q
#
n,ǫ#0,n
, Q#n ) + P0L1(Q
#
n , Q0)
≤ P0L1(Q#
n,ǫ˜#n
, Q#
n,ǫ#0,n
) + P0L1(Q
#
n , Q0)
= −(Pn − P0)L1(Q#
n,ǫ˜#n
, Q#
n,ǫ#0,n
) + PnL1(Q
#
n,ǫ˜#n
, Q#
n,ǫ#0,n
)
+P0L1(Q
#
n , Q0)
≤ −(Pn − P0)L1(Q#
n,ǫ˜#n
, Q#
n,ǫ#0,n
) + P0L1(Q
#
n , Q0).
Using an exact first order Tailor expansion at ǫ#0,n, the first empirical process term
can be represented as (Pn − P0)f#n (ǫ˜#n − ǫ#0,n), which is thus OP (n−1). The second
term can be written as P0L1(Q
#
n , Qn) + P0L1(Qn, Q0). We have P0L1(Qn, Q0) =
OP (n
−1/2−α(d)). We also have
P0L1(Q
#
n , Qn) = −(Pn − P0)L1(Q#n , Qn) + PnL1(Q#n , Qn)
= −(Pn − P0)L1(Q#n , Qn) +OP (n−1/2−α(d)),
by Theorem 3. The first term (Pn − P0)L1(Q#n , Qn) = OP (n−1/2−α(d)) as well, as
shown earlier. Thus, we have shown
P0L1(Q
#
n,ǫ˜#n
)− P0L1(Q0) = OP (n−1/2−α(d)).
Thus, we have shown d01(Q
#
n,ǫ˜#n
, Q0) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)) and ǫ#n − ǫ˜#n = OP (n−1/2).
By using that d01(Q,Q0) behaves as a square of an L
2(P0)-norm, it follows trivially
that this implies d01(Q
#
n,ǫ#n
, Q0) = OP (n
−1/2−α(d)).
D Nonparametric bootstrap to estimate a supremum
norm of the upper-bound of exact second order ex-
pansion of HAL-one-step estimator
By Lemma 1 for the HAL-MLEs we have d01(Qn, Q0) ≤ −(Pn − P0)L1(Qn, Q0)
and d02(Gn, G0) ≤ −(Pn − P0)L2(Gn, G0). Applying these two upper bounds for
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d01(Qn, Q0) and d02(Gn, G0) to our upper bound for the exact second-order remain-
der in the expansion ψ1n − ψ0 = (Pn − P0)D∗(Qn, Gn) + R20(Qn, Gn, Q0, G0) yields
the following conservative bound for the HAL-one-step estimator ψ1n = Ψ(Qn) +
PnD
∗(Qn, Gn):
n1/2 | ψ1n −Ψ(Q0) | ≤ | n1/2(Pn − P0)D∗(Q∗n, Gn) |
+f(
√
| n1/2(Pn − P0)L1(Qn, Q0) |,
√
| n1/2(Pn − P0)L2(Gn, G0) |) | .
Suppose that supP,P1∈M P{L1(Q(P1))−L1(Q(P ))} ≤ c1 ∈ IRK1≥0 and supP,P1∈M P{L2(G(P1))−
L2(G(P ))} < c2 ∈ IRK2≥0 , then we also know that R2(Q∗n, Gn, Q0, G0) ≤ f(c), where
c = (c1, c2). Therefore, we assume that f is chosen so that these global bounds on
the loss-based dissimilarities d01 and d02 are respected even when f is applied to
an x ∈ IRK≥0 with x ≥ c that is outside these bounds: i.e., f(x) = f(min(x, c)).
Define the following process Xn = (Xn(Q,G) : (Q,G) ∈ F):
Xn(Q,G) = | n1/2(Pn − P0)D∗(Q,G) |
+f(
√
| n1/2(Pn − P0)L1(Q,Q0) |,
√
| n1/2(Pn − P0)L2(G,G0) |) | .
Finite sample bound: Thus, we can state that
| n1/2(ψ1n − ψ0) |≤| Xn(Qn, Gn) | .
It remains to upper bound Xn(Qn, Gn).
Proposed method of inference: This finite sample bound in terms of a stochastic
process evaluated at our HAL-MLEs suggests the following method for inference:
• For user supplied αn = (α1n, α2n), determine an xn = (x1n, x2n) so that
P (d01(Qn, Q0) > x1n) ≤ α1n and P (d02(Gn, G0) > x2n) ≤ α2n. For example,
xn could be defined so that | (Pn−P0)L1(Qn, Q0) |> x1n with probability α1n
and | (Pn − P0)L2(Gn, G0) |> x2n with probability α2n.
• Define
F(xn) = {(Q,G) ∈ F : d01(Q,Q0) < x1n, d02(G,G0) < x2n},
and note that P ((Qn, Gn) ∈ F(xn)) ≥ 1− α¯n, where α¯n ≡ α1n + α2n.
• We have
P (| Xn(Qn, Gn) |> x) ≤ P (‖ Xn ‖F(xn)> x) + α¯n,
where ‖ X ‖F= supf∈F | X(f) |. Let
Fn,x1(x) = P (‖ Xn ‖F(x1)≤ x),
and
qn,0.95 = F
−1
n,xn(0.95 + α¯n).
We have ψ1n ± qn,0.95/n1/2 contains ψ0 with probability at least 0.95.
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• Let X#n be the nonparametric bootstrap estimate of Xn:
X#n (Q,G) = | n1/2(P#n − Pn)D∗(Q,G) |
+f(
√
| n1/2(P#n − Pn)L1(Q,Qn) |,
√
| n1/2(P#n − Pn)L2(G,Gn) |).
• Let x#n be an estimator of xn using the nonparametric bootstrap. A highly
conservative method is presented below. Alternatively, one could determine
x#n based on the conservative sampling distributions n1/2(P
#
n −Pn)L1(Q#n , Qn)
for d01(Qn, Q0) and n
1/2(P#n − Pn)L2(G#n , Gn) for d02(Gn, G0).
• Let
Fn(x#n ) = {(Q,G) ∈ F : dn1(Q,Qn) < x#1n, dn2(G,Gn) < x#2n}
be the nonparametric bootstrap version of F(xn). Let
F#n,x1(x) = P (‖ X#n ‖Fn(x1)≤ x | (Pn : n ≥ 1)).
Let
q#n,0.95 = F
#−1
n,x#n
(0.95 + α¯n).
• The proposed 0.95-confidence interval is given by:
ψ1n ± q#n,0.95/n1/2.
Method for determining cut-offs xn for loss-based dissimilarities of HAL-
MLEs: In order to implement the above confidence interval we need to derive a
method for determining xn and its bootstrap version x
#
n . We will now present a
conservative definition of xn and its bootstrap estimate x
#
n . By our integration by
parts lemma, we have
d01(Qn, Q0) ≤ ‖ P¯n − P¯0 ‖∞‖ L1(Qn, Q0) ‖∗v
≤ 2M1 ‖ P¯n − P¯0 ‖∞,
d02(Gn, G0) ≤ ‖ P¯n − P¯0 ‖∞‖ L2(Gn, G0) ‖∗v
≤ 2M2 ‖ P¯n − P¯0 ‖∞ .
Let Tn(x) ≡ P (‖ n1/2(P¯n − P¯0) ‖∞> x) so that
P (d01(Qn, Q0) > x) ≤ Tn(1/2n1/2M−11 x).
Given α1n, α2n we can select x1n = 2M1n
−1/2T−1n (α1n) and x2n = 2M2n
−1/2T−1n (α2n).
Then, we have that P (d01(Qn, Q0) > x1n) ≤ α1n and P (d02(Gn, G0) > x2n) ≤
α2n. We also know from empirical process theory that the supremum norm of
n1/2(P¯n−P¯0) has an exponential tail exp(−Cx) so that T−1n (α1n) behaves as log α−11n ,
and the same applies to T−1n (α2n). This shows that one can select α1n and α2n as
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numbers that converge to zero at a polynomial rate (e.g. α1n = n
−1), while still
preserving that max(x1n, x2n) → 0 at rate log n/n1/2. Since n1/2(P¯n − P¯0) is an
empirical process indexed by a class of indicators, we can consistently and robustly
estimate the distribution of ‖ n1/2(P¯n − P¯0) ‖∞ with the nonparametric bootstrap
(van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996), which, for completeness, is stated in the follow-
ing lemma.
Lemma 7 We have that (uniformly in x) Tn(x) → T0(x), where T0(x) = P (‖
X¯0 ‖∞> x), and X¯0 is the limit Gaussian process of X¯n = n1/2(P¯n − P¯0). We have
P (n1/2d01(Qn, Q0) > x) ≤ Tn(1/2n1/2x/M1)
P (n1/2d02(Gn, G0) > x) ≤ Tn(1/2n1/2x/M2).
Let T#n (x) = P (‖ n1/2(P¯#n − P¯n) ‖∞> x | (Pn : n ≥ 1)). Then, uniformly in x,
T#n (x)→ T0(x) as n→∞.
We estimate xn with its nonparametric bootstrap analogue:
x#1n = 2M1n
−1/2T#−1n (α1n)
x#2n = 2M2n
−1/2T#−1n (α2n).
We note that our nonparametric bootstrap estimator of the sampling distribution
of Xn and xn only relies on how well the nonparametric bootstrapped empirical pro-
cess indexed by Donsker class (functions with uniformly bounded sectional variation
norm) and class of indicators approximates the sampling distribution of the empiri-
cal process. Therefore, the asymptotic consistency of this nonparametric bootstrap
method follows straightforwardly from the asymptotic consistency of the nonpara-
metric bootstrap for these empirical processes. This is presented in the following
theorem.
Theorem 13 Consider definitions Xn, x1n = 2M1n
−1/2T−1n (α1n) and x2n = 2M2n
−1/2T−1n (α2n).
Let αn converge to zero at a rate n
−p for some finite p. Then, xn converges to zero
at rate log n/n1/2.
Finite sample oracle confidence interval: We have
| n1/2(ψ1n − ψ0) |≤| Xn(Qn, Gn) |,
and
P (| Xn(Qn, Gn) |> x) ≤ P (‖ Xn ‖F(xn)> x) + α¯n.
Let
Fn,x1(x) = P (‖ Xn ‖F(x1)≤ x),
and
qn,0.95 = F
−1
n,xn(0.95 + α¯n).
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Then, ψ1n ± qn,0.95/n1/2 contains ψ0 with probability at least 0.95.
Weak convergence of process Xn: Let Zn be the empirical process n
1/2(Pn−
P0) indexed by the class of functions
F1 ≡ {D∗(Q,G), L1(Q,Q0), L2(G,G0) : (Q,G) ∈ F}. (32)
Xn is a continuous function of Zn:
Xn(Q,G) = g(Zn) ≡| Zn(D∗(Q,G)) | +f(| Zn(L1(Q,Q0)) |, | Zn(L2(G,G0)) |).
We know that Zn ⇒d Z0 for a Gaussian process in ℓ∞(F1). The continuous mapping
theorem shows that Xn ⇒d X0 = g(Z0) , where X0 is a simple function of Z0 defined
by
X0(Q,G) =| Z0(D∗(Q,G)) | +f(| Z0(L1(Q,Q0)) |, | Z0(L2(G,G0)) |).
Therefore, ‖ Xn ‖F(x)⇒‖ X0 ‖F(x), uniformly in x. In particular, uniformly in x
P (‖ Xn ‖F(xn)> x)→ P (N(0, σ20) > x).
Weak convergence of nonparametric bootstrap process X#n : Let X
#
n ,
x#n , Fn(x#n ) be the nonparametric bootstrap version of Xn, xn and F(xn) defined
above. We have that uniformly in x, conditional on (Pn : n ≥ 1), ‖ X#n ‖F(x)⇒d‖
X0 ‖F(x). In particular,
P (‖ X#n ‖F(x#n )> x | (Pn : n ≥ 1)) + α¯n → P (| N(0, σ
2
0) |> x).
Nonparametric bootstrap estimate of finite sample confidence interval
and its asymptotic consistency: Let
F#n,x1(x) = P (‖ X#n ‖Fn(x1)≤ x | (Pn : n ≥ 1)).
and
q#n,0.95 = F
#−1
n,x#n
(0.95 + α¯n).
Then, q#0.95,n(xn) → 1.96 so that the confidence interval ψ∗n ± q#0.95,n/n1/2 is an
asymptotic 0.95-confidence interval.
The width of this proposed confidence interval is a function of the user supplied
αn = (α1n, α2n). To remove this choice from consideration, one might determine
the αn that minimizes q
#
n,0.95 = F
#−1
n,x#n
(0.95 + α¯n), where we note that x
#
n depends
on (α1n, α2n).
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D.1 Simplified conservative version
The implementation of the computation of the supremum over (Q,G) of Xn(Q,G)
can be computationally challenging. Therefore, here we pursue an easy to compute
and robust conservative version of this approach. Consider a sequence of cut-offs
xn = (x1n, x2n) for which P (d01(Qn, Q0) ≤ x1n, d02(Gn, G0) ≤ x2n) ≥ 1− α¯n, where
α¯n → 0. Here one could conservatively replace d01(Qn, Q0) and d02(Gn, G0 by their
empirical process bounds | (Pn − P0)L1(Qn, Q0) | and | (Pn − P0)L2(Gn, G0) |,
respectively.
The basic idea is to replace the second-order remainder by the upper bound
n1/2(f(x
1/2
n ) (which holds with probability at least 1−α¯n), while keeping the leading
term | n1/2(Pn−P0)D∗(Qn, Gn) | for what it is. We think the latter makes sense since
we suspect that the supremum of | n1/2(Pn − P0)D∗(Q,G) | over all (Q,G) ∈ Fxn
will be close to its evaluation at Qn, Gn.
Let In be the indicator that (Qn, Gn) ∈ Fxn so that P (In = 1) ≥ 1 − α¯n, and
let Z˜n ≡| n1/2(Pn − P0)D∗(Qn, Gn) |. We have the following bounding for the tail
probability of | n1/2(ψ1n − ψ0) |:
P (| n1/2(ψ1n − ψ0) |> x) ≤ P (Z˜n + n1/2f(x1/21n , x1/22n ) > x, In = 1)
+P (Z˜n + n
1/2f(d01(Qn, Q0)
1/2, d02(Gn, G0)
1/2) > x, In = 0)
≤ P (Z˜n + n1/2f(x1/21n , x1/22n ) > x) + α¯n
= P (Z˜n > x− n1/2f(x1/21n , x1/22n )) + α¯n.
Let Φn(x) = P (Z˜n > x). Let q˜n,0.05 be the solution in x of
Φn(x− n1/2f(x1/21n , x1/22n )) + α¯n = 0.05.
Thus,
q˜n,0.05 = n
1/2f(x1/2n ) + Φ
−1
n (0.05 − α¯n).
For this choice we have P (| n1/2(ψ1n − ψ0) |> q˜n,0.05) ≤ 0.05 so that
ψ1n ± q˜n,0.05/n1/2
is a finite sample > 0.95-confidence interval.
Let x#n be the above presented bootstrap estimator of xn, Z˜
#
n =| n1/2(P#n −
Pn)D
∗(Q#n , G
#
n ) |, and Φ#n (x) = P (Z˜#n > x | (Pn : n ≥ 1)) be the bootstrap
estimator of Φn. Then, our bootstrap estimator of this confidence interval is given
by:
ψ1n ± q˜#n,0.05/n1/2,
where
q˜#n,0.05 = n
1/2f(x#1/2n ) + Φ
#−1
n (0.05 − α¯n).
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In order for this confidence interval to be asymptotically sharp one will need to
make sure that xn converges to zero faster than n
−1/2. Our conservative bound for
x#n in the previous subsection is too large. Instead, we might estimate x
#
n so that
P (A1(P
#
n , Pn) < x
#
1n, A2(P
#
n , Pn) < x
#
2n | (Pn : n ≥ 1)) ≥ 1− α¯n,
whereA1(P
#
n , Pn) ≡| (P#n −Pn)L1(Q#n , Qn) | andA2(P#n , Pn) ≡| (P#n −Pn)L2(G#n , Gn) |.
Then, x#n converges to zero at a rate faster than n−1/2 for slowly converging α¯n.
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